Inauguratin g Colby s 18th
l&illiam R. Cotter will be inaugurated as
f Colby's 18th president this weekend.
The Inaugural Convocation will be held
Saturday, Sept. 29 at 10 a.m. on Miller
Library lawn. Greetings will,be extended by
Derek Bok, " President - .of Harvard
University; Andrew Billingsley, President of
Morgan State University
Joseph Brennan,
State of Maine Governor ; Lucille Zukowski,
Professor Mathematics .at Colby; and Scot
Lehigh, president of Colby's Student
Association.
Robert Anthony, Chairman of-the Board ofTrustees will presideover the convocation.
In conjunction with the convocation, there
will
be a special picnic ior students, Saturday
; at noon. An inaugural
be
ball, sponsored by the
t<
'•^n_dients will held^Saturday night . ' r
Other
inau^al
I?
:afctt
include , aV;^lby^ ^Community Symphony
Orchestra:.concert ,;, .(inducted by Peter Re.
Feat^dn^llSbiBipia-io soloist Anthony di
Bonavehtiirai professor of music at Boston
University and director of the summer piano'
institute at Colby,^Friday night;;:The concert
w>U befoilowedby.a reception;
Cotter will succeed Robert iE. L. Strider/
who retired July l'after serving 19 years as
Colby's president.
This will be-Cotter's first professional involvement with an American college. Before
coming to Colby, Cotta", was president of the
African-American Institute in New York City.
During his nine yeara at die Institiitei-he was
Lactiye :in ;the " administration of Africari|&merican University exchange programs and
" the development of African ' Uriiveirsities;
Previously, he spent four years with the Ford
Foundation , as v the representative to
Colombia and Venezuela. He ,was a White
House Fellow hi 1965-1966arid an M.I T. fellow
ihvAfricao; in :i962-19633Cotter has;recdved
degrees from Harvard College and'Harvard
::
:y ' - y : :^f ' Z' 'y-^/ } J :
Law School. ( ;':.. '¦
l
^
Bok was one of Cotter'sprofessors at Harvard
l-aw/schooi. During Cotters years ' with; the
Ford Foundation , Bok worked on a a program
designed to strengthen the law :facilities in
yy^ '.^.yX: ^--. :'
Colombial.
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Billingsley, president of Morgan State
University in Baltimore, will also speak at the
inauguration. A member of the board 'of
directors of the Afro-American Institute,
Billingsley was previously acquainted with
Cotter. He has done extensive work on the
conditorof blacks in America, ahd is the
author of three books on the subject.
Cotter will take his oath Saturday on the
Bible that belonged to Hannibal Hamlin,
Lincoln's first term vice-president. The Bible
was a gift from the family of " Nathaniel
Butler, Hamlin's nephew, an 1875 graduate of
Colby, and president of the College from 1895
to 1901. This same Bible was used in the
inauguration of formerpresident Strider.

Resident Cotter at a Women"s f ield hockey game

"Free The Coburn Ten "

Housing:No Vacancy

Some Colby students are living in cramped
or unconventional quarters this fall, as a
result of a virtually unprecedented "return to
campus" .movements on the part of upperclassmen.
According to Associate Dean of Students
Janice Seitzinger, the problem was twofold:
first, the summer attrition rate was 47 less
than the projected number, and iZl uriantidpate^-freshmen, transfers;; Visiting arid
exchange students accepted enrollment.
of students requesting to
Second, tfae number
¦
live off-campus' .' • has deceased to 136, down
25 front, "the ; approximately 160; who are
usually allowed off-campus. ,
; The: effect*of the mass return was; that 95
isjtudents;;.
largely*transfeire aridlsoph^
¦
with high lottery;;numbers, were placed in
temporary ' housing when school opened.
Students^'rjare befoul housed -iri Howard
Johnson 's Motor Lodge, in the old ivlary Low
Cobiirri Dining;Halls^ in the Infirmary, in the
third floor guest rooms of Roberts Union, in
forriier; } student ^organization offices in

by Jane Eklund
Roberts, In guest rooms in Runnals Union, in Merrill said, adding "During the first week of
Dick SewaU's office in_ RUnnal's and in school we even had tourists in here."
"What burns me, Nintzel said, "is that we
lounges in .Averill, Johnson Foss, Mary Low
were only notified two' weeks before school
and Coburn.
which
President William R. Cotter said oif the started,
temporary rooms: "Some of them are didn't give us any opportunity to make
terrible. The worst are the two dining halls." arrangements for off-campus housing or
He added the overcrowding is "not attractive. transportation." Transfer Laura Manger
It's not acceptable. If we're going to have that reported that she wasn't notified of her
many students we'll, have to build more rooming situation until she arrived on campus
dormitories. We cannot have a situation for orientation.
The women said the administration has
wliere students are in inferior acbeen helpful in dealing with the situation.
commodations."
Of the ten women placed in Mary - Low According to Nintzel, "Janice Seitzinger has
Dining Hall, three have been moved into been very willing.to listen. Also, B ¦and G's
• • ~'
conventional housing. "We're living in a room been very nice to us."
Manger summed up: "It could be worse."
with seven girls," said sophomore Kathy
^
The men living in Coburn Dining Hall are
Nintzel. "It's not a room."
;" Complaints included noise from tthe men in taking a slightly different view. "Just get us
Coburn Dining Hall and the lounge outside out of here," said Bob Benjamin . "Free the
f
their door,;. the cold floor, the "hike" Coburn Ten."He and the other "inmates," as they refer to
through the dorm's main lobby to reach the
bath room , and : the rack-style "closets." "We themselves, quoted Seitzinger as saying
all feel like we're living in a store," Becca "Once you 've doneVour time in there, I don't
think you should have to stay any longer.0
Benjamin said they hope to be in conventional
housing by second semester.
Curt Ball voiced a major complaint: "If
they were going to stick us in here, why didn 't
they have everything ready? The administration has been very nice, but
everything should have been done before we
got here." He noted that when the men first
major part of Colby's social atmosphere:
moved into th e room , t here were n ot enou gh
fraternities, Bassett believes the discussion bureaus, no mirrors, few electrical outlets ,
members "genera lly agreed th at there are and no lock on the door. . . .._.
problems with frats. " Barb Neal believes this
One of the greatest problems with living in
"real concern about frats .V will cause' "the the dining hall was cited as lack of privacy,
trustees, faculty, an d Cotter to 1?e watchi n g "You're never, alone,", Benj am in statedi
fraternities the next few years."
adding "there'ano way you can study here. "
Cotter plans to use th e in format ion about
On the positive side, Benjamin said, "It's a
the. relative importance of various areas of goqd place to have a party; "
Colby,;lifb to begin, invoking change. ComBall agreed "You dbn!t even have to invite
m ittees*either
exlstant
or
yet
to
be
formed
,
anyone."
will study,?,¦' several ; of the • issues! The
The students living at the Fenway Howard
Educational Policy Committee will ponder Johnson 's are exp eriencing diff erent
cu^lculi^,;v; <questl6hBv ' Varid;:;;rthe' . college -problems. Of the twenty students originally
calendar. Other committees will discuss the housed there, th e thirteen women were moved
development of i Colby's resources and ad- back on campus almost immediately i for
ditional : issues which were labeled as Im- security reasons, according to Seitzinger, and
portant j at this;;meeting. These committees a few of th e men h ave moved into openings on
may start work as early as October.
campus,
(continue d on page 2)
- (continued on page 4) .
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¦:fraternities social llfe^ curriculum arid
,
the
diversityof the student body. 'were among the :
topics at a retreat to discuss major issues of
\Colby life.The retreat was held September 14Iflattli^Be lgrade Lakes Village Inn. u
The r weekend: ; meeting , moderated; by
Chairperson of. the ' Board, of Trustees Robert
Anthony;, was attended , by; the ( executive v
cpmmltteoUf the Boafc) along with two other!
J¦ comirilttee ¦chalrpereoh^
rahiistrfltbrs .. ClricIurJiiVg^ President ;William^
faculty members (Professors L; :
^ Cotter) , four
'
Gemieryi and Armstrong) ,
IJiifasett^
Zukov^kii
; and;twotsj tuaerite^Barbara^Neal arid ^bhti
Veilleux) , along with various trustees, made
!'|jft thls;executtve;b6nr-lit)j:'^yy^^K f !>£.$$»;,. .
^sp|lrwli^!.lri|th^;dlscussloris; were
tnake-upt ot- tti^Boiird ;6f^Trusteesif GolKy's? ;/
mission ;aM;currlculiirn ^
development of tlie school's
as_ete6 | ' Ji S '
•f Recording W (totter ,- thefpu

photo by J tm Dwyer

¦
' . ¦¦¦ by Lisa Ober ;'¦'
;:":;¦' ¦¦•
meeting was ' not to resolve ; any major
dilemmas; rath er: "to determine if there is a
consensus of concern abojit; these issues, to
see if theseare important issues to spend time
; ot..'.'j v;; 'r: ^>¦ ' ;.;;p\ ,.': ;- ¦' . ¦. ¦•^"' ;' ' r :^ . ' .; " ¦ ":-^^ ".
' Several areas .received;: considerable attdntiori. The relationship between faculty and
students .;\vas } priibed; along with, various
currleuliuti *pestipns,v y < a Stu-A
proposal
;!suggMt.ngSVa'(^
v- .of/; ' ;course:^ load
h^ulrerrierits yras presentedl^and general
^ what is
need tb j brlrig^reai life irelevaiici? to
taught ^'Colbj |;lwas auggei_ted .Tri addition,
yoiTleux saldtmo^
s'yartPl^ cah'texlstas"itis hdw;''') - .^- '- ^ "
?- ,The -topic ;6f ; the; diversify,>' Iris our student
body, i ^as ;;;discii_sed^; rBassett istates: ,
^Everyone^y agreed^ ;>ve :; ^need;;' ;;' a'^more
^hptej'ogoriobus ; student hodyV" t The need for
;;
natiorial status was also presented.
was
spent;discussing a
i^Saturday afternooh

by Peter Forraan

the inquest is granted the money will be used
for cultural Life and Social Life events rather
than to pay off the deficit.
In other business, Dick Sinapi presented the
Board - with proposals to improve the
educational quality of life at Colby. Sinapi's
plan, which he hopes will be considered along
with the Bundy Report now before the
Educational Policy Committee, calls for a
reduction of the academic load from five to
four courses, the development of an
Independent Program system,, and a
lengthening of each semester. When he
presented his plan to the Board, Sinapi also
called for the creation of an independent
group to study Colby's present system and its
effect on the students.

During the past three weeks, the Stu-A
Executive Board has discussed issues such as
curriculum, the Stu-A budget, fraternities,
and the development of social life on campus.
Stu-A's budget was a pressing issue because
almost all money for club activities comes
from the Stu-A Treasury. Last Monday's
meeting was devoted almost entirely to club
Budgets. In original budget requests to Stu-A
last spring the- .clubs had asked for th-al
funding of ¦:$113,000. Only $85,000 was appropriated Monday night. Burdened with a
deficit Jof almost 10,000 from the past two
vears this year's treasury was reduced from
$90,000 to 80,000. By budgeting $85,000 Stu-A is
drawing on next year's funds, but will only
leave a deficit about half as large as the one
they inherited.
Led by Treasurer Glen Coral the Board is
now taking steps to increase the Stu-A budget.
A request has been made to President Cotter
for a special one year additional allocation of
fSj.OOO.
This request was justified on the groundthat there are 90 unexpected students on
campus this year. Each student is being
charged a $250 student's fee, from which StuA receives about $56. Although enrollment is
up by 90 students, Stu-A has not received a
proportional increase in this year's funding. If

Most of the proposal is based on the
assumption that the intense academic
pressure and the few alternatives to
classwork cause many of. Colby's social
problems. Sinapi argues that, "Vandalism,
violence, cheating, drunkeness, and the increasingly popular trend of leaving " the
college on weekends are all ways in which
students display their feelings of frustration
and anxiety, feelings which are a, natural
outgrowth of the 'pressure' which a college
student finds himself under." Presently, the
proposal is being considered by Jay Jay Otis
and his Academic Life Committee.
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(continued from pag e1)
" In addition to these long range goals for
study, Cotter will take quick action on certain
areas,. such as the diversification of the
student body . Cotter wants to start looking at
other colleges; he says that "before we look
internally we must look outward" to see how
other colleges deal with various problems.
Cotter feels that "serious interests exist
around several of these items, and I don't
want
to
see
them
languishing
unresolved...some things have already come
out in terms of specific action...others will be
put before major committees." .
The student representatives to the board
viewed the meeting as successful.' Veilleux
says "genuine concern about what was best
for Colby was felt. " He added that board
members "actively solicited our opinions. "
Barb Neal believes the meeting was "good
as an issue-raiser. If Cotter is sincere and the
administration is sincere, it will have done a
lot of good. " She stresses the need for
students, administrators, faculty, and
trustees to work together in bettering the
quality of Colby's academic and social environment.
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President Cotter has also addressed the
issues of curriculum reform and campus life.
In a weekend retreat earlier this month,
Cotter met with representatives of the Board
of Trustees, Faculty and Students. Topics of
discussion included long range goals for the
1980's,; the composition of the student body,
curriculum., and social life. Student
Representatives to the Board of Trustees
John Veilleux and Barb Neal were present for
most of the meetings.
Giving a very brief review at the Sept 17
Stu-A meeting, Veilleux and Neal reported
that the discussions "were very candid and that
there was a "sincere interest" on the part of
the Administration to hear the Students'
ideas. The two representatives mentioned
that Cotter is interested in expending the
geographic diversity of the student body and
very much committed to the idea of creating a
core of minority students.
The future of fraternities at Colby was also
discussed at the retreat. Veilleux noted that
the matter was a very serious one and that
most of the opinions voiced at the meeting
were not favorable to fraternities. Looking
into possible options the Administration,
according to Veilleux and Neal, is already
exploring the legal implications involved
inclosing down the fraternities. President
Cotter will be meeting with fraternity leaders
to try and solve the current problems.

Dorm

.Discussions
Proposed
by Ingrld MacFarlane
A new proposal is underway this fall which
may ease the gripes against the quality of
dorm life at Colby College.
Students expressed dissatisfaction at last
spring 's all campus meeting regarding a lack
of both intellectual stimulation in dorms and
student-teacher contact outside of class. As a
result, the faculty, Stu-A and IFC' leaders
have consulted on a problem alleviation
proposal.
According to Prof. Cal Mackenzie, a supporter of the proposal, the idea is simple.
Faculty, stu dents, administration personnel
and any other members of the Colby community are urged , to present topics, encouraging intellectual stimulation in a
dormitory setting. Presentations may take
the form of talks, panel discussions, debates,
slide shows7 etc, whichever is most ap-.
propriate
Another ardent supporter, Professor Chip
Hauss feels "the variety of different forms of
presentat ions in diff er ent stu dent res idences
may be an importantly refreshing aspect of
this new concept.''
The proposal, Mackenzie explains, is just
that - a proposal - and is therefore open to
suggestions an d depend ent on stu dent an d
faculty cooperation, < Anyone interested in
giving, a presentation should contact Prof.
Mackenzie in the government department
(x614) no later than Oct. 10.
Once a sch edule of presenta t ions has b een
set up, it will be the responsibility of dorm
groups to offer their lounges.
Enthusiasm and student-faculty motivation
will go far in the proposals implementation.
Any further questions or commohts may.;be
'
directed toward Mackenzie.

:
Averills |
Up ln Sm
by Evan Jones
. rp
A small fire" broke out in Averill Hall on
Saturday, September 15. According to Dean of
Students Earl Smith, evidence of'fire was
discovered at about 5' pm- by students in the
Averill laundry room who nbticca an odor like
that of burning rubber, apparently coming
from a dryer .
:
5
Head Resident Linda Davis said the
students originally suspected that the
machine was malfunctioning. . She said; a
student called Peter Joseph, who disassem#
bled arid inspected it but was unable to find *
any problem. It was then discovered that the
smell, now accompanied by smoke, was
coming not f rom the dryer, but rather f ronia
vent on the wall behind it which led to -an
adjacent generator room whose floor was
covered with assorted items, including ceiling
tiles and a bicycle tire.
By this time, Davis said, the smoke had
become thick enough to indicate the presence
of fire, so Joseph activated the fire alarm
while a member of the Averill Dorrri Staff
notified Security. The fire was small. Security
extinguished it by the time the Waferville'Fire Department arrived.
Among those gathered at the scene were
President William Cotter and Smith. Smith v
who had been notified of the incident by the£|
switchboard operator, arrived at the dorm at
the same time as the Fire Department. He
said he was highly impressed with the orderliness .with which the event took place.
"The students responded very well; The Dorm
Staff, the switchboard, and Security'''also
reacted in a flawlessmanner."
Students remained^ outside while thei
Waterville Fire Chief attempted to figure out
what had caused the fire, but he failed to
ascertain anything definite concerning the
fire's cause, according to Smith.
Snith added that a fire investigator from
Augusta visited the scene of the fire on the
following Monday; the results of his investigation are not yet available.
Head Resident Linda Davis suggested that|
the fire's cause may be related to the heating .
system which had been turned on earlier that
day:
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In the words of Dean Smith, "We've
averaged a fire a year here at Colby; !hope
this was the one."

Colby Trivia

,? '¦

The Revere BeM

The Revere bell sits quietly on Roberts
Unio n 's balcony, but it wasn 't always tha i way
In the 1870 's Colby students put tbe bell on a
sleigh to Brunswic k while Bowdoin students
did the same and exchanged bells. The newly .
exchanged bells rang fo r some time until the
authorities foun d out and demanded the ' p rom
;
bells be returned , .
' 5: '^^
Again in the 1880 's the, Revere ReltldOk
a ride souih . Colby students , tired of the chanirig old bell which awoke them every rnorning,
shipped the bell to tbe Sophomore Class-af
'Harmrd y iTbevin.tumsen iAtio^the Uwv^ity
of Virginia . Detectives hired , by Colby to f ind
the bell finally recovered it in New York ori an
English packet addressed ! 'To Her Gracious ;l
Majesty, Victoria Queep, Defender , etc, Wind¦;• ' • ' . ¦ ,' ' ¦' il.
sor Castle; England , C O.D, ' '

¦¦
Founded , in 1877 , the Colby ECHO Is 1 published weekly, except during vacations -. $

and examination periods by the students of Colby College, All corespondence should m
5
be' addressed to tho Editor , Colby ECHO , Col b y College , Watorvillo, Maine; 04901. X
The ECHO is represented by the: college advertising service, Entered as second s •; V: K
class mail at Watcrville; Maine
; at $6,50 per year, ' ^|V
r
¦ ; ¦ 04901. Subscriptions ¦ard available
. ,; 'V ' ; v ' ;' :.:i ' ~ r f. '' T: ' " - ¦' ' ¦ ' M '^:
C, Morrill, Editor. '
'.• •. 'V . ' . ' ." ''-':''> . ' ¦;¦ ' ,

The Five Year Plan
by Marie CICCIA
There's a new face in Robert's this year, but
had to go through;":¦" "It's a very different
one that may be familiar to upperclass
filing Working for Cplbyto 1
students.
here." ;^^yen " though Beciy had a gradual
advancement to thv> ^sitibn throug|h dormBecky Rogers holds the position officially
-referred to as an 'administrative intern.' She
staff ,; her- perepectivie of Colby is totally
different now.; For example, she was amazed
is actually the new director of Robert's Union.
at the system Of beaurocracy at Colby/ "The
Her duties range from untangling'housing
channels"that you have to go through, tlie
problems to 'calling up and ordering trash
cans from B'& G' Certainly not as romantic
planning that goes into every little thing is
unbelievable." The students have a different'
as her title may sound.
view of Becky; too, From her old friends , she
The job is a one year position for a recent
jokes,^she gets "riO respect," but students^that
Colby graduate. The purpose of having a
Colby alumnus is to create a liaison between
didn'tJknow heryfreshmeh and transfers treat
r
her as ah authority;
. the students and the administration. ~ After
'
(
application
along
with
several
Becky
still
has
a
lot:
of
contact
with the
filling
out
an
'
students. - Her office is always! a jumble of
other Colby student applicants) and being
interviewed by the Deans, Becky landed the
activity. "People from WMBH, the Echo, ana
job. Her experience includes Dorm Staff;
other organizations are always running in and
during her senior year she was Head Resident
out with problems, or just to talk;'' This is an
of AverilL Becky was an active participant in
important aspect of her job - the part which
the school plays and the Colbyettes while a
Becky really enjoys. She wants .to keep instudent
at
Colby.
She
majored
in
history.
formed, and in touch with the students.
s Why this fifth year at Colby? ' Becky feels
From her new objective .vantage point,
that because she was so busy in school, she
Becky came up with some interesting views of
missed out on a lot. She wanted more time to
Colby students. "The more conservative
go' to lectures, participate in organizations,
trend thatiwas evident through my four years
and use the fieldhouse facilities. Basically,
at Colby is changing." She sees the 80's as a
she wants to "> enjoy Colby without the
combination of the 60's liberalism and the 70's
academic pressures.
conservatism. "Students now are more openAnother reason that Becky accepted the
minded; they're looking for a ;ho:fr__ls
position was her uncertainty about what to do
education. They are trying to figure
out what
- ' " ' " " : ¦ — " . -- ', "¦
l with her Colby education and her life. Acting
itis." ¦¦
¦One of the problems she has found with
school, gfad school and special education are
possibilities for the future. She hopes one of
Colby is its lack^ of imity between the
them will become a reality when her extra
students, the administration and the faculty.
year at Colby is up. In the meantime she is
She thinks that about half the students are
gaining some basic skills that could be useful
satisfied here socially andI academically,
in future jobs. She will also be able-to save
while at least half are bothered by some
srime money for the traveling she hopes to do
things hereVThey feel that since they're only
'^' " r - :'¦¦' .:V-::' .\. ' ,V' /_ _ . " ¦"¦' "'
one day. '
here for four years it wouldn't be worth it to
^
BecEy talked
a lot about the transition she's
try and change anything. Also, the acaderriic

Becky Rogers . . . ¦' ¦ " ." . . . photo by Frank Howell
pressure is so great, a lot of kids don't have use her time this year "to contribute to the
campus in ways that the students can 't."
time for much more than studying."
Becky :feels; that "if the academics at a
A track and field , day for Waterville
school are secure the social life follows elementary kids is one event she hopes to
naturally." She thinks Colby students don't plan. This will help to bring Colby and
oursue academics outside of classes enough. Waterville closer together - a problem that
'Exposure is what liberal arts education is all Becky feels sorely needs attention. She points
about."
to the unity of Brunswick and its college,
Becky foresees a great year for Colby, Bowdoin. "A school can do so much for a
because gaining a new president and changes town, and vice-versa. Students should realize
are in the air. She doesn't think that President the potential of Waterville - it has a lot to
Cotter will solve everything but issues will be offer. With the coming of the new president, I
re-examined and re-evaluated. She hopes to think it's a good time to get it all together."
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by PhilLee

Colby College and the Teamsters reached a
settlement late last spring, ending a hard
fought and ^ controversial battle over Union
representationof B & G employees.
Pr ior to the sett lement , B &JG employees
had voted 51 to 26 against representation by
me Teamsters Union. But the election was not
because the Teiamstersi
certified at that' timeto
had filed ^objections conduct affecting the
resets of-;Hne elec^
' -.. Labor Relations Itoard^NLRB) . ;
¦¦' '
, At that pbiht^tf hearing was scheduled by
:),
theNLRB forDecember bf thisyear.
he
t
Teamsters
^ that B & G employee James Goodale
alleged
"hfid vbj_eh:.ifired;;Vin 't he t ; retaliation fofcv. hls
pflluppbrt IbviWeiUiiion,^.
;, ^ Teamsters also
;;literature
alleged Ihat ^-in i its campaign
'..' ( Cilby) ; suggested , an
f:.to
^^ undermining
bargain in good faith, thereby
¦.'¦ sjjppoH for theUnion.'' ; X; \i
^-y .- :X - yyA
Witlr the settlement, the Teamsters agreed
to withdraw their obj ections to the election,
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thus allowing the election to be certified and
settling the issue of union representation.
In r eturn , Colby agreed to rehire Goodale
(paying him all the pay he lost due to being
fired) and to reassign another employee to a
position that had
been taken from that employee. ¦' . ' ' ' ;¦ • ' , ;¦ ¦' '¦ ¦: ¦'¦¦¦' ¦ '•. r,. y f ; ' '
Colby also agreed to post for 60 days a
"Noticei to Employeeis'! informinjg them of
their rights to unionize, that the college woifld
hot interfere with those rights; and that
Goodale had been rehired and repaid and the
other employeereassigned,
The Notice also stated that the college "will
not attempt in any way to dissuade employee
support of any labor organization by either
promising or threateningthe loss of benefits,
or interrogat ing employees as to t heir uni:on
activity.!' ,¦ ,; .- • ;-' .:- ' .. ;,¦;;; : :-: :, ,¦> v ¦ , . li\: :
: .:: Teamster International trustee Richard
Deluso said of the Teamsters' decision to
settle , '?I f .we would have had a close election
we would have fought them tooth and nail,".
Peluso also said that by settling last spring
B &G employees could have another election
sooner , if they were not being treated well by
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Colby. Another election cannot be held for a
its "longevity program" to B & G employees.
year from the day of the certification of an The program, which used to apply only to
election.
clerical staff, involves increases in pay and
B & G employee Bud Sawtelle said he vacation after 5 and 10 years of employment
thought the Union issue "has served its at Colby.
Kaan also said he has "a lot of policy
purpose , in a way." He said the
developed
and it has been approved by the
Administration has been meeting with emPresident." Kaan said the policy will be
ployees and that some pay raises and policy
distributed shortly, noting that his program
improvementshave already occurred.
" isn't just a matter of developing policy.It's a
Sawtelle said he still does not think there is
matter of lett ing employees k now it' s there."
a good rapport , between the B & G.
Administration and the workmen. He said he
======
thinks "somet imes work ers are ma de to f eel I . , ,. , . .
'
like peons." - :
B & G workers are now plann ing to form a
Srhf ar *JK. wac ^Mmato\
committee to bring problems into focus an d
for workers to take theirpersonal problems.
ATTO RNEY AT LAW
Personne l Director Nick Kaan said he was
9 getchell street
"happy" to get the election settled and to "get
General Practice
(personnel)
program:
WATERVILLE , MAINE
on with the
"y
Kaan 's personnel program involves the Reduced fees for
PHONE
classification of jobs and developing written
B7
3-1900
College
Students
policy.
Kaan said that "through the
classification program there were a large
No- charge f o rf lnt 1/2 hour consultation
number of upward adjustments in salary. "
Th e Administrat ion also h as now exten ded
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by Sue Erb
"We expect 70U to display decency and to
cultivate high aesthetic and moral standards," President Cotter told the Freshman
Assembly three weeks aigo., "In all campus
activities we must maintain a free but ordered and civilized atmosphere."
Reflected in Cotter's words is a new attitude
being fostered on Mayflower Hilltoward the
maintenance of a a safe, clean y and pleasant
environment.. This is due to the efforts of the
administration, security officers, dorm staff
and fraternity presidents. Ultimately, a high
standard of living conditions depends on the
cooperation and responsibility of the entire
Colby community.
"People are fed-up," according to Dean of
Students Earl Smith. "The increasing opinion
of students that destruction and filth is
distasteful will do more than regulations and
penalties to stop it."
. The dean's office is prepared to take
stricter measures against vandalism. "We
want people to start feeling more responsible
for their rooms and dormitories," says
Associate Dean of Students Janice Seitzinger.
Upon returning to campus, all residents found
a red paper flyer in their rooms, "Living at
Colby/' which explains the responsibility
individuals have to their living quarters.
"Things are riot replaced ,and repaired
magically,"Seitzinger points out, "we simply
can't afford to put up with vandalism." If
people don't take responsibility for the
damage they inflict, the residents of that hall,
or wing, will be charged.
Seirzin-fn i- and Riiiidine and Grounds head
Ansel Grendel will be making Monday morning spot checks of all residences. They will
not be going through rooms; however, they
will be checking communal areas to make
sure they are being cared for in the proper
manner.
The major concern in the living quarters is
fire hazard, says Seitzinger. She points out
that two or three minor fires occurred last
year - minor because extinguishers were full
and no one panicked. Emergency procedures
for dorms can be found on "Living at Colby."
There is a possibility that chemical extinguishers, which can be used in electrical
and grease fires, will be placed in dorms in
addition to water extinguishers already
present. This is possible because people are
no longer tampering with thern,. as was
frequently the case several years ago. ,

Jeff Gordon, Chief of Security, also stresises
the increase in the responsibility of the
students in insuring security on campus.
The student marshalTprogram, started last
spring, is expanding and positions are still
open. Student- marshalls assist security officers in monitoring the campus day and
night. Their presence is particularly important during the late evening and early
morning hours as a "fire watch" patrol arid to
insure that dorms are properly locked. Any
suspicious occurrence or character -is
reported by the student marshal!to a security
officer on duty, who handles the matter.
Gordon stresses the importance of every
student's aid in securing building entrances
during the late evening hours. He said many
of the outside doors around campus do not
automatically. "Make sure tne door iocks
tightly behind you-the_ same goes;¦for your
' • '. " ¦ "" - .
room door," Gordon warns,
Security has placed sfudent marshalls at
the lobby desk in the field house. They are
responsible for checking identification of
those who wish to use the facilities and
equipment; only people with proper I.D.s will
be allowed to use the facilities.
Also a matron has been hired for the
women's locker room. Gordon suggests that
women not use the locker room alone unless
the matron is - present. Buzzers have been
installed in the locker room, which will alert
the student marshall at the lobby desk, should
an emereencv occur.
A book detector system has been installed
at the entrance to the stacks in Miller Library.
Assistant Director of Public Services Francis
Parker reports that , an alarmingly high
number of books are missing. A partial inventory taken recently shows that, depending
on the subject area, between three and nine
percent of the books are missing.
"And the books that are missing are those in
the greatest demand," Parker remarked.
"Most colleges, universities and even large
high schools have installed electronic detector
systems. We want all books available for loan
t*all students. They pay a high enough tuition
These are examples of "tightening-up "
around Mayflower Hill, in response to
economic concerns , aesthetic concerns and
safety needs. Some may think certain
measures are too harsh, while others'may feel
not enough has been done.
"There is an important dividing line between good fun and; malicious behavior ,"
Cotter told the Freshman Assembly. These
measures are the beginning of dividing the
line. /-
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© Housing

(continued from page 1)
Warren Rosenthal, a student who spent the
first two and a half weeks of School at Howard
Johnson's, stated "the main problem is
getting back and forth. The jitney is a hassle,"
He added that social life at the motel is nonexistent. "I don't like to live off-campus. I
didn't even feel like a student here, I felt like I
was just passing through. "
The overcrowding has also had some impact on activities in Roberts' Union. Pat
Chasse, Director of Student Activities, said:
"In general, it's an inconvenience as far as
the clubs go. None of the clubs will be denied
space; there will be shared space for clubs
that had offices before. The main effect it has
in this building is that we're trying to keep
quieter. No parties with music will be held
during the week. We have to compromise on
some things because we're a student center
andwe're a dbrm." ./
Seitzinger said priorities set for . moving
students into regular housirig are, for women:
first, Howard Hohnson's; second, Mary Low
and Runnal's.
Dining Room; third, Roberts'
¦
For* men, they are:•._. first, the Infirmary;
third, Coburn
second,, Howard Johnson's;
;- ' .•, ¦•<.; ' .' :'.
DinirigRbbm,
Some students have takein advantage of a
room rebate offered to students for volimtarily housing an extra person in their room.
"We've been pretty good about involuntary
tripling; we'd rather not put a third person
in," Seitzinger said, noting that such tripling
would not only be inconvenient in terms of
Vpace, but would break up roommate pairs;
She said incoming freshrneri were not
placed in temporary housing or tripled in
double rooms because "we feel strorigly that
it's imp ortant f or a f reshman to have a good
year ; they need to have really good housing.
; /_
That's a reasonable assertion. ''
Freshrnan overenrollrnent was not the
cause of the overcrowding, ac cor ding to Dean
of Admissions Harry Carroll. He reported that
; only five
.30 freshmenenrolled in September
;
quota.
:
over the predicted
The freshman quota is determined each
year by an. enrollnjerit committee consisting
of Vice Presiderits:Paul Jehsoh arid Robert
Pullen, Registrar George Coleman, Carroll,
Treasurer -Carl Broekhulzen> 'Dean of
Students 5 Earl Smith and Seitzinger. Carroll
sa id th e comm ittee eva luates data on th e
number of stu dents w ho w ill gra duate , who
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Photo bv Frank Howell
will go on exchange programs, who will withdraw and who will come before the committee
on standing. "We sit down and say 'Tl_s
means x number of freshmen and^r transfer
students.'" In the past, he said^ ^the rnmmittee has been reasonably; accurate,'% .
This year, said Smith,! ''anything that coiiid
have gone wrong did. The awkwardness was,
the stop-out number usuailly comes in the
summer. As the summer wore on , attrition
didn't happen." To provide rooms for all -;,
returning students, the; dean's office , sent 6!
notices to all upperclassinen directing
students who wished to live off-campus to call
Seitzinger. '"Nobody wanted tbTgo/' Smith
said. "Up until , this year we always had a
large number waiting to live off-campus. That
, "
gave us a buffer. "
Speculations on why students who would normally take a year off or live off campus
would return to campus this year centered
on economics. "The economic system in the
world has a lot" to do with it ," Smith said.
"Part of it is a general student trend to finish
college in four years;"
Chasse attributed it to two things:students
are finding that it is economically advantageous to complete school in one stretch, ¦
and students like Colby. "Despite the ".
problems we've had, theyjike coming here. ^
They ¦ didn't¦¦ ¦ find
anyplace "else
they rather
¦ ¦. ' vr
' ¦-¦
':
¦
"
;:, ^ - - .
go.
.. ;:;- ; - ' ¦: ;• ' .
Cotter said: ."I think that in part, life-styles
are changing. In the late sixties and early
severities students were more prone to take a
year off; refresh , themselves,, get a job,
whereas now ;there is a¦ tendency
it in
¦ ¦ ¦ to do
' !?J V ' .' . " v
four years.'' ' ' . .^ ' v •.- ¦!• ; - '¦• '
He also cited economic factors: "Despite
the.high.cbst of coming to Colby, alternatives;
are.riotreally viable. The econorriics of liying
pff-carripus are getting less attriactive all the
time. It probably is a better dealtp live on. '/
These are qii^tions; Cotter said ,; ttiat Athe
enrollment committee will be asking;'"'"We're
going tbhave to predict about next year;./ ™;
Smith stated , "Next year we could be hurt
again." He said overenrollrnent could reoccur or , if this year's returns are riot iji- ,
dicative of a trend , we could be uridererirolledu ;
which could cause a:raise in tuition. • !t : ' ^&
Carroll said ('we have to determine if this Is
a terriporary change pr a lbrig-term change?'
In terrris ; df changing the systern for determining enro llment , he said ''Only that ytiii
question the figures more. Anytime you miss you look twice at it."
¦¦
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by Alison Jones
last semester on the evening of Saturday,
May 5, a Colby Spring Carnival bonfire
became a scene of violence, destruction and
arrests^.
:':- - ./ : ^ - ;.;:¦ ' ;":
The bonfire was scheduledto be held next to
Johnson Pond that night, but students moved
it to Frat Row. Students who were ifr
terviewed said the fire was moved because it
would have been too hear some trees and
because Frat Row was a more central spot.
According to Dean Smith it is not clear
whether Security officers saw the wood beine
moved arid ignoredit; but no attempt was
made to stop :ttie change of location. There
wasrib pernut to hold the fire On Frat Row..
Kindled with some furniture from DKE, the
bonfire soon became large; It was a slightly
windyevening and sparks were flying.
According to Ansel Grindel; Superintendent
of B & G , security officers were afraid that
the fire would spread to the frat houses, so
they called the fire department requesting
assistance in putting out the blaze.

Iri a letter to students, Dean Smith said the
decision was "in contradiction with past
practice," since no higher authority had been
consulted.
.
The firemen arrived with a police cruiser,
which Smith's letter stated is often the case.
The firetruck was parked near Tau Delt in the
parking lot, and hoses were run between Zete
and Lamda Chi to -he fire^
: :' ¦ '.*- ;.
crowd
around
the
large
was
a
Since there,
fire, the firemen asked security officers to
help break through the crowd to get to die fire.
There was some - shoving and pushing,
students jumped on the fire hose and swore at
the officers, and beer was thrown on a
officer.
security
* At this point, one student was arrested for
"disorderly conduct" after being chased by
police officers and being hit in the back of the '
neck with a flashlight thrown by a security
officer. Everyone interviewed agreed with
this sequence of events.
By now, the firemen were worried that the

Mentor To Greet Cotter
. by Beth Pniewski .. .- .
¦-¦ Derek C. Bok, President of Harvard,, will
speak at President Cotter's inauguration.
President Bok was inaugurated as Harvard's twenty-fifthPresidentin 1971. The two
arid a half proceeding years he served as the
Dean of Harvard T_aw School and also
faculty member at the Kennedy School for
government.
fri his 1976-77 annual report on the purpose
of undergraduate education Bok stated, "If
education is to have lasting value, the
curriculum must be built around the mastery
of intellectual skills and methods of inquiry
that are sufficiently fundamental to serve
students in a wide variety of contexts..." Bok
believes the undergraduate student needs
skills iri areas such as . writing foreigri
language and math. Under his direction, the
Harvard Faculty of Arts and Sciences introduced a newf more extensive core
curriculum to provide the undergraduate
with these skills.
Born in Pennsylvania, Bok grew up on the
West Coast. He attended Harvard, and
received a BA degree from Stanford where he
was elected to the Phi Beta Kappa in 1951. In
1954, President Bok received his law degree
from Harvard. He then specialized in labor
¦• - , . , . ¦ '-' .
law. . '
President Bok is not a stranger to Maine.
His great-grandfather Cyrus . K. Curtis,
founded the Curtis Publishing Company, and
was a Portland native. Mr. Bok's father was a
summer resident of Camden, and donated the
Bok Nurses Home to K nox County General
Hospital.
Mrs. Mary Curtis Bok, the
publisher 's daughter, was a Colby trustee an d
benefactor,
Presidents- Bok and Cotter have been
friends since Bok had Cotter as a student at
,
Harvard Law School,

; ^ v
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10 a.m.
^!
Inaugural Convocation
Lawns of Miller Library
(In case of rain, Wadsworth Gymnasium)
>_
Noon
._ 4:30-7:30 p.m.
luncheon for Delegates (Special
Reception for the Faculty
Guests only), Dana Hall
President's House/
Student Picnic
Friday ,Sept. 28
Roberts Union
1 p,m.
< 4 p.m. .
Soccer vs. Babson
Puppet Show
Loebs Field
The Paper Box Puppets
Field Hockey vs. UMO
Robinson Room , Miller Library
Crafts
Field
. .. . . S P-m .'
'
2 p.m.
^
Concert
Football vs. Wesleyan
Colby Community Symphony Orchestra
Seaverns Field
Reception to follow
8 p.m.
Wadsworth Gymnasium
Inaugural Ball
Sponsored by the Students
,/
.Wadswojth Gymnasium
Saturday , Sept. 29
Sunday, Sept. 30
•
¦
8 a.m.
H
a.m.
T@r
Service
of Worship
„
,
,
'
Trustee Breakfast
All Faiths
Roberts Union
Lprimer Chapel "
_j
^
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Those interviewed said that as this student
was being taken to the cruisers near Tau Delt,
the crowd followed and surrounded a cruiser.
A bottle (or half-filled can, perhaps) was
thrown and hit the windshield, splashing beer.
The officer in the car jumped out to apprehend the person who had thrown it. There
were many students crowded around the
cruiser and the officer had to push, shove, iand
kick to get through. He grabbed at the mass of
people and arrested another student, this one
for "hindering apprehension."
* There was also an officer on the hood of the
car. Dean Smith said there was absolutely no
mace sprayed. A student said he did see
something in the officer's hand.
The three student were taken downtown and
booked. On campus the fire was relit, using
school furniture. A freezer and car were
thrown on too. And, according to Dean
Smiths's letter a faculty car was overturned
in the parking lot. By this time, it was very
early Sunday morning,and the campus
quieted down.

angry crowd would destroy er damage their
equipment, said Dean Smith, so a general ''all
available units" call was put out on the radio.
Smith said several cruisers, probably sue or
seven, responded. At this"point, there was a
police off icer near ATO who had a gun.
What happened next is not clear; but
somehow the gun got out of the holster into the
officer 's hand. Grindel said that the officer
was jostled from behind by students, and the
gun fell to the ground. The officer pickedit up,
and put it quickly in his belt, according to
Grindel who emphasized that the gun was not
intentionally drawn. One student said that
even if the gun was not drawn but instead
picked up from the ground, the officer held it
up for longer than was necessary for him to
put it in his belt, possibly making it seem like
he had drawn it.
It was here that the second student, after
asking the officer to put away the gun, threw
beer on the ground or at the officer's feet. The
student was arrested for disorderly conduct.
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Volunteers
Wanted
by Linda Frechette

Numerous opportunities for Colby students
are available at Oak Grove-Coburn in
Vassalboro. Volunteers are being sought to
contribute to the learning program at the
private secondary school for college-bound
students.
Assistant Headmaster Leonard Newman
explained that the integration of various
members of the greater Waterville area into
the program is part of an attempt to "add
breadth to the format as well as to create
mutually beneficial arrangements."
"Therole of Colby students," said Newman,
"would be to use their maturity and expertise
to facilitiate learning for our student." He
added that Colby volunteers would deal with
various aspects of a program which, in
several ways, serves as a departure from a
traditional curriculum: .
-Wednesday Program : volunteers would
lead courses in various fields of interest such
as small engine repair, wood carving, journalism, etc., during the project-oriented
period which starts on Jan. 23.
.
. Project Week: During the week of April
13-18, volunteers would serve as instructors
skills such as rocketry, cooking, karate, etc.
Others would serve as leaders for outdoor
experiences such as hiking, canoeing, and
climbing in the central Maine area.
volunteers
-Recreational Program:
would help devise and coordinate the
establishment of a game room for Oak GroveCoburn students.
-Tutorial Aid Program
-Big Brother & Big Sister Programs
-Clerical Skills
Newman stressed that the possibilities are
"wide-open, depending on what is convenient
and in the best interest of those involved.". He
added that the exact nature of the
arrangement would depend heavily on the
interest and availability of Colby students.
Newman described the highly individualized learning program at Oak GroveCoburn as "a definite alternative to the public
school system. We like to think that we offer a
broader context for growth and learning than
most traditional high schools."
"We consider ourselves a community,"
remarked Newman. "We are able to realize
the luxuries of a community because of our
small numbers." Approximately 160students,
grades six through twelve, attend Oak Grove-
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Coburn, where personal relationships between faculty and students are encouraged.
"A community needs all kinds of people to
participate in it," said Newman. "It is
productive for our students to meet and work
with a variety of people. The enrichment and
perspective which results is invaluable to the
young people&nd their overall growth."
Newman went on to explain that for a Colby
student, involvement in the program as a
volunteer could be "fantastically rewarding.
It could provide a connective.between Colby's
academic program and what might ensue
after graduation."
"Not only would the teaching experience be
growth-provoking," said Newman, "but it
could help break the routine of a typical
college environment, enabling Colby students
to view academics in a new way."
Newman pointed out that a volunteer
position could lead to a valuable recommendation and possibly a student teaching
arrangement.
Interested students should contact Leonard
Newman for details.
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Total charges for Colby students will
be $6850 next year. The Board of Trustees
voted the $565, or 9.1% increase at its J anuary meeting, because of the rise in the cost
of operations during 1978.
Tuition will climb from $4300 to $4725
board charges from $970 to $1060, room
charges from $700 to $725, and the general
fee from $225 to $250. These increases are
due to a 10.2% jump in the expenses require d
to educate Colby students.

Colby College announced recently an increase of $75. in college charges effective next
September. This will bring Colby 's tuition
to $800. The college is dropping a $25 general
fee, currently in effect.
The new revenue will be used to help
meet tbe higher cost of college services, to ¦¦¦ - ' .
provide higher faculty salaries, and needed
additions to the staff.
¦ Financial aid grants will be increased in :
t
the same proportion as the increase in charges. '
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Features

¦
¦
. ' .. " ':• . • Advanced transport system, with DC servo-controlled , .
motor and Ferrite-and-Ferrite head
.Auto-Play mochanism for last, qonvonient tape repeat, plus
. . tape counter memory lo r-auio^start at preselected point ' :
¦
Dolby " noise reduction, with switchable multiplex filter for
Dolby recording of.stereo FM broadcasts'
• Three-position bias and equalisation switches
• Largo VU meters.' plusthree LED peak-jevel indicators
¦• ¦; ' » Standby capability for timer-activ ated operation
¦
¦
Front-'panei headphone line-output level conlrol
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" . -y-r y- by Jay Otis
Academic Life Chairperson

What.is the Buhdy Report? Cl_ances are
that most students do not knqwy, Witt; the
increasing concern and debate over die
course load and overall curriculumat Colby it
is only fitting ; that the- student body arid
. general campus community as a whole have
some: idea,; -as to/ what :this, report recommended anid", tbe basis behind its recomy
. mendatiohs. ¦; . i.; ¦.'; "¦•¦ y ,y
In the 1977:i978 academic . year the Student
'Asso^ation, ''.' : i^]j ^'s. .; student.<goyer^imt,.
requested that the Educational Policy
^
Committee (EPC) reconsider and reevaluate
ffthe total work load at Colby. -Trie ; feeling
behind this request wats that an average load
of five .courses , per .-semester plus four
January Programs was excessive. .
As ai result of _the request an EPC subcommittee was; established. Chaired by
- Professor Jean Bundy, Modern Languages,
the subcommittee was charged yath the
responsibility of reviewing and - making
recommendaitions concerning all of the
requirements that contribute, to the total
Colby workload. The final: report of this
subcommittee, * which consisted of five
professors arid five students as well as former
Colby President- Robert Strider and current
Dean .of Faculty Dean Paul Jensen (both ex
¦: officio members) , .was issued onjytay 2. 1978,
n and has corrie
to be .known as the "Bundy
' ¦
^Repprt. V ¦ --: I r ' 'yy- ' ,;\ vy. ':•-; ' .,. :; ;;, ' ' ,.

. The Bundy:-Report; ',irst /concerned itself
with : thpsie ; requirements which the subcommittee felt were the "minimal components of a broad, hberal ^education" rather
than the particular requirements for the
many;majors offered at Colby. ^Within this
context the college's English'- requirement,
language
requirement,
and
area
requirements were examined.
The subcommittee then went a step further
'¦' and looked at the January Program and
.Colby's total credit-hour requirement. These
last two topics raised the most controversy
and response.
_ The Bundy. Report recommended little
change with respect to the English and
-..language requirements, feeling that both
^ should be retained due to their importance in
the formation of a sound liberal arts
education. , The' report did recommend,
however, that English 115 (composition) be
offered for four credits to better reflect the
'
workload involved.
It was also recommended that standardized
competency tests be offered by the language
departments. Scheduled at regular times
throughout the academic year, the tests would
allow students a chance to sh ow proficiency
equivalent to that; obtained in two years of
language at the college level.
. .

«•

.

»

'

*••!«•

Government, received a Watson to examine
land resettlementpoliciesin SoutheastAsia.
Past Colby Watson Fellows have
photographed wild flowers in New Zealand; compared legal systems in England,France,and Egypt;and written poetry in
Quebec;
Candidates for these fellowships should have
enjoyed excellent experiences with the
January program, with independent study
projects, with full semester internships,with
innovative sumirier jobs, or with the Junior
Year Abroad program.
According to Professor Charles Bassett,candidates must show "integrity.capacity
for leadership, and potential for creative
achievement and excellence in a chosen
field." Winning projects are those which
reflect already demonstrated concerns, great
independence and evidence of adaptability/
Sample proposals from Colbys successful
Watson applicants are available from
C.W.Bassett,203f Miller Library. Bassett and
Peter Harris,207E Miller Library, will discuss
tentative proposals with any interested Colby
Senior.

Elemmttary.
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The subcbrrimittee recornnjended the
retention oi the;.;quality arid quantity of
graduation requireriierits which were set forti)
in,the 1978 catalogue (120 credit hours, 210
quality points), inC-Usivelof any credits
earned in .Jan Plans. The majority of the
committee felt that'this proposal would allow
every student more flexibility in planning
their course loads for their entire four years.
The use of credit hours earned during Jan
Plan could be used by the student to lighten
the course; load during one or more of their
semesters arid thus achieve two goals. First,
it would allow more students to concentrate
upon ay srrialler nuriiber of assignments, tests, classes,;etc... and thus allow
them to use their study time to a! greater
advantage. The second objective would'be to
allow students more time for extracurricular
activitiies like working for the college's radio
station (WMHB) or participating in the
student government.
Regarding the January Program the Bundy
Report recommended that courses taken in
January should have! fully equal status with
work done during the regular academic year,
which could be achieved by granting
academic credit for ' "', such .courses. The
Student , under this recommendation.would
twice have the option of doing Jan Plan work
for academic credit (either basic or flexible)
or of pursuing more personal interests. With
this degree of flexibility the subcommittee felt
that the Jan Plan could be brought into the
•'mainstream '' of the Colby curriculum. With
regard to the total course load the majority of
.toe subcommittee agreed with the Student
Association that the current requirement is
"excessive." The Bundy report argues that
the granting of credit • for Jan Plan would
slightly reduce the requried course .load and
thus deal with its excessivenature.
y
The area of the total course load presented
the one area in which the subcommittee was
una ble to corne to a nearly unanimous
agreement an d a minority report on th e
course load reflected this difference
of
recommendations.
. ;,:' '-V- v ';v _ :
tlie preceding summary does not address
tnc actualextent and depth which the Bundy
Report goes into , concerning th e total
workload and requirements at ColbyT This
summary instead is intended to acq ua int the
Colby College . community with the general
aspects of and recommendations ma de by th e
Bundy Report in the hopes that a better Informecj student body and college community
will be better prepared to participate in the
current debate over our curriculum. ''

Waterville .

ii

The subcommittee recommended that two
new divisions of study be established to
permit ''a finer classification of , the elements
of our curriculum and to recognizesubstantial
differences which our present system
masks." Tlie first of these two groups would
be Creative Arts arid would include courses in
stucfib arts, performing arts, dance, applied
music', and creative writing; Tiie second new
grouping would be Symbolic arid Quantitative
Thought and would include courses iri
mathematics, logic, linguisticsj and computer
science. . ¦ ¦/
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COME DOWN AND VISIT »

LBVINE 'S
LET US SH OW YOU OUR COLBY MURAL
MEET .UNCLE LUDY' AND 'UNCLE PACY'
and LEARN ALL ABOUT COLBY OF YESTERYEAR.
BROWSE AROUND OUR COLBY CORNER—
OUR UNDERGROUND—OUR MAIN FLOOR—¦ ¦
OUR WHOLE STORE ' IF YOU WISH!!
- . '. .

WE WILL BE GLAD TO CASH YOUR CHECKS
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The Watson Foundation is presently seeking
applicants from the Colby senior Class for
consideration in the awarding of the 198p
Watson fellowships. Winners of these
fellowships will receive $8,000 ( $11,000, if
married,) to engagein a post-graduate year
of independent study arid travel abroad. The
deadline for submission of applications is
•:: - :y\ ;
0cWeri5tk.y
The Watson Foundation annually funds 70
fellowships from among the 176, nominees of
48 outstanding private colleges and ; universities.; Since 1970, Colby has averaged two
winners each year. Last year,, Eric
Roserigren.an ¦Ecoriomics major, recieved a
Watson to study the deregulation of the
trucking industry in Australia. Joe Meyer , a
major in both East ' Asian Studies and
. . .
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Commentary
On The Quality Of Education
In the aftermath <of a year filled with increased incidents of vandalism and academic
dishonesty as well as a trouble-filled-nearly
disastrous-s pring carnival celebratio n, many
people at Colby are searching for the causes
and possible solutions to these ; serious
¦ "¦
problems facing the college.
. - ,; '. . -'
! Several other students , teachers ,., administrators , and I have combined our ideas
and observations along with feedback from
hundreds of other students , educators , and
administrators and haves come up with a
proposal which we feel strikes at the heart of
the college's present woes. Before the
proposal is discussed an explanation of the
reasoning and assumptions on which it is
based js necessary, . _
_______ .
Vandalism , violence, cheating , druu ikenness/and th eincreasiri ^y popular trend of .
leaving the college on weekends are all ways
in which students display their feelings of
frustration and anxiety ; feelings which are
almost a natural outgrowth of the "pressure "
Jwhich a college student feels; himself uiider.
The above acts are too widespread and coyer
"too broad a cross-section of the Colby student
population to be attributed to theisolated acts
of a few violent , unrul y individuals or to the
workings of a small grou p of students who
cannot handle the academic workload.
"Pr essure " is created by a varie ty of in- ;,
ternal and external sources : a student' s

desire to do well in school for his own
sat isfact ion, his desire to please his pare nts ,
his desire to go to graduate school, his desire

to graduate and get a good job-to name a few.
Such pressure is naturally present in almost
any academic environment ; however , at
Colby the pressure which students feel is .
intensified by several factors , many of which
are not preserit at other colleges.
Colby squeezes into 12 and 13 weeks of
classes what most schools do in 15;and 16
weeks . This translates int o a significa ntly
greater amount of studying per day per
course for the Colby student. Colby requires
120 credit hours to graduate (not to mention
the completion of four Jan plans) which

averages out to five courses per semester
(ari d thir ty-two courses to graciuate __.____

As a liberal arts college Colby has strict
distribution re quirements which means that
the five courses covered each semester will
frequently cover very diverse material This
means that , coupled with the absence of a
reading period , a Colby student often enters
examination week afte r only one dav off from
and studies and riiust then face five '
classes
.
two hour exams (often in diverse subject
areas ) which count from 30 to SO percent of;
his grade.
The 1977 faculty decision to forbid the use of
flexible credit for any required courses effectively eliminated the one avenue students
had to reduce the strain of a heavy academic
workload. It is interestin g to note that the
difficulties and problems of last year coincided with the expansion of the applicabil ity
of the above decision to include over half the
campus (the freshman and;.. ' ;; sophomore:
: ' ¦ ' . ¦ '- ' " '..
' ' , " ¦" • "
" "' :
classes)." '
Moreover , in May of 1978 the EPC Subcommitte e on the Curriculum , composed
of faculty ;: students , and administrators ,
Issued a report commonly referred to as the
"Bundy Report" which flatly states: "With ,
¦re gard to the total course load , we agree that
the curre nt requi rement is excessive ; ;i .'^ :
Not only are the academic workload and
requirements described above rigorous , but
they _ are so compacted that they rob the
student of the necessary time for social and
leisure , activities; for relaxation and relief
of tension , or for ether activities that go with
just being a human being and allow for i
mat urity as well as intellectual growth
' The following proposa l is aimed atle ssening
the academic pressures at Colby wh 'Ue at the !
same time channeling .the student' s ener gy
Into rewarding, productive , arid independent ;
forms of individual ^expression ; ; ard ; 'Belt- .
awareness .y_y y ¦ •. ' ;• . >: ^:yyy ¦!/¦¦ .; :" " .¦¦
'
H Not only wU)! the student be able to delve
Into mat erial in greater depth but so will the

r
by Dick Sinapi
instructor. Man y professors have complained
of the superficiali ty of many of the courses
they teach , overcrow ding in the classroom
and the lack of .one-to-one. contact between
student and instructor (which is supposed to
be one of the great advantages of a small
school like Colby with a low-student-teacher
rat io-but seldom is) .
A reduction in the number of required
academic courses per semester from five to
four (or the equivalent thereof in terms , of
credits required ), and an increase J n the
length of each semester would f ree teachers
for more individualized instruction (as the
number of cour ses they would be re quired to
teach each semester would also be reduced ) ,
allow for greater depth and scope in the
courses the y teach , and reduce the size of
many typically large classes.
Such a reduction in the course loadV-far
.from
lowering
the - college's ' "standards "—would immensel y improve the real
quali ty of education at Colby. Indeed,man y
schools , including Harvard and Bowdoin ,
have change from a five to four course system
in an ef fort to improve the overall quality of

their education.
Perha ps the most innovative portion of the

proposal calls for the creation of a fifth independent program " involving an expansion
of the conce pt behind the J anuar y Program .
Jan Plan was designed in large part to
provide the student with an opp ortunit y for
the independent pursuit of those academ ic
and non-academic interests which a student
would not or could not ordinaril y pursue
during the course of a conventional college
career . The "inde pendent program " would
expand this concept in learning to a full year
program for the following reasons. The lack
of concern arid awareness which the average
Colby student displays towards happenings in
the school , surrounding community , and
society in general is extremely disappointin g,

and somewhat alar ming when one considers

educational experience offered by Colby not
only by giving the student more time to
partici pated in these activities , but also by
giving college credit for partici pation. The
"independent
program "
merely
in-

stitutionalizes what educators have all long

agreed upon: that extra-curricular activities
are as much a part of a college education as
the regular curriuculum . Moreover , with
over one thousand independent projects
taking place on cam pus each semester there
would be little opportunit y or cause to .call
.
Colby boring.
'f
There are no specific guidelines offered
here for the "independe nt program; " they
would have to be worked out with the help of
facult y, students , and administrators.
However , it is fairly-cer tain that guidelin es
for the " independent program " would include
some type of written proposal which must be
submitted to a faculty sponsor for approval
and a follow up re port which must be submitted upon conclusion of the project telling
what was done and what was learned. Again,
such as proposal would increase indiv idualized contact between students and
facult y members as teachers would become
sponsors and adv isors for student projects .
While non-academic projects are the emphasis of .the " inde pendent program ," a

conventional course chosen from the regular

curriculum could be chosen -instead of an
"independent proj ect if the student so desired.
Thus a student could choose five convent ional
required offerings each semester to satisfy
four courses and an "independent program. "
A student would still be required to take five
re quired offerin gs each semester to satisfy
graduation requirements , the only change is
that one of. these five " courses " ma y be an
"independent program. " The grading of the
"independent program " would probably be
some type of , pass-fail system though other
options are available.

. Th ursday, September 27, 1979
"Imowledge" as he can during the brief
amount of time" preceding , the exam"knowledge " which is forgotten as soon as the _
exairi is overy ' , " ; ! ?.
jj
Reading periods would allow the student
proper time to adequately review and digest
the material covered in his courses , to make
some sense out of the subject matter so that
on the exam the student can express to the
instructor what he has reallyi learned-not
crammed-and how he ' understands and
conceptualizes the _ material covered-an
ana lysis and synth esis instead of a

regurgetation of facts and principles.

.The second part of the propo sal calls for a
decrease in the number of acad emic courses
required per seroester from five to four and
the addition of " a " fifth '^independent
program. " The purpose behind the above "
changes is to " decrease "the diversi ty of- the
material a student must comprehen d and

retain each semester and also to reduce the
number of exams a student must take at each
examination period.
, '
--

The addition of a reading period and a
decrease in the rang e and diversi ty of the
material covered in his courses to make
would not only relieve the academic pressure
on students but would also allow the student to

get more out of his courses than he can under

the present system. A student would have the
time to put more into those courses which
interest ..him or those which give him difficult y . Under the present system a student is
frequentl y forced to just " get by " in difficult
courses and to just scratch the surface 1
in courses' which interest him due to lack of
t ime. Again the " Bimdy Re port " is in 'complete agreement : "The general view of the
committee is that taking fewer credits will
allow many students to concentr ate upon a
smaller number " of assignments ,, tests,
laborator y sessions, and class meeting s and
thus to use their study time to far greater
advantage. "
The Ja n Plan could be eliminat ed under this
pro posal , since the " independent program " is
really an expansion of its basic concept ,
allowing the school to shut down for seven
straigh t weeks during the coldest part of the
winter. , This could amount to a tremendous
savin gs in heatin g costs for the college and
could .help hold down the ever increa sing cost

that these people are the future leaders of
tomorrow.
~
/It is interes ting how often this observation is
made by foreign students who attend Colby.
They express a great deal of sur prise at the
lack of "worldliness " displayed by their
;
American counterparts.
In addition , Colby students time and time
again—particularly
at last spring 's all
campus meeting -compla in of boredom and
monotony at college. College is the last place
in the world where an individual should be
bored—quite the opposite , : he should be y
emotionally and Intellectuall y stimulated and y
alive. When a significant portion of a college
is bored , then it . is time for a serious
reassessment and some changes.
The "independent program "'is the means ,
by which student awareness , concer n and
participation in events arid happenin gs;:;
around him may be promoted. College Cred it y
would be given for pa rtici pation in ' such ac- ;;
tivities as: doing volunteer work ; for ' the y ;¦, ;
'
handic apped ,, holding a weekly seminar on £; ¦; ;^ y^y y:;;^
1
curr ent world ¦: or nat ional <affairs , planning % - The pr oposal calls for ^ari ^addltlon of orie ;;Vbia;cbll ege:educaU 6ri 'at :Col^^^
¦;
week
to
th
^lerigth
ij;
and organizing spring or winter carhfy aljy
i of ;the first arid second ; At2ariy ratei / elimination ybf tlie .Jan Plan '
seriie_
ters
;t<^
;U. wouldyalloivy for ;"> gre ater; : flexibilityv in j
being a member of .the Stu-A Executive ?
'
• scheduling second semes ^ which luis been "'¦
reading
perii
^
Committee , preparing and ,giving a music ;£
y somewhat of a prbbleiri jiri;thi _ past i Another
; recital , planning and-or-partici pating in an y which . students ^
art exhlbitlon .belng a commissioner for an "I ;j psychologi sts';have ;fcritlciz ^d for 'its lire ^ty ' i ;; option isjto
Play " sport , working /on the college % and ^ritensi jy~;would;be increasedto"by ' iTJ oyirig /; , I which ; ^indepori derit ^ pr ^r ^s^s well ;as^:;
newspaper , researching arid writing a paper ;$ up 'the first :#jy!;tof i class ^; vtli<e{;wtee^ y conyeWtionril-courses hia#:bejtak eri or made
v 0ipartlcular
on ,
topic, or even for participation ? directly following ta bor Day; Tbarilwgivirig :v;' up.yy; :^;/^
yata tion would -rbe !extended ;br: ^'a mid-: «;S Thevabove ; prppos ial is cbiripos cd of three 3 : ina varsity sport-these are but a few possible
¦
'
'
semester :break (or from two tbithifeo days? ) ;yseparate ;ybu t 1;;! iirdateds;e lements :;; 6 the %
¦:¦
' SUggeistibns.;, ^1/ ,;' ¦:; : ' . : :¦ , • ' . . !¦ .;.• . .,:u <¦/} / , :: .$• would be '
flddi^ v.io?;provide ' a ' much needed ;. vlengtherilrig of the semesters ^toa (?cSmmedate
^ The student *instead of being acted upon by i ,v
respite
from
first semester studies. . The &tHi3; addltibri ;of reading 'pei -dds, a;i«Klucti orf !in !
his environment --teacher , quizzesf ' test , y
length,
j ;tbe avera ged
or
fe
b
deadline , and tenn |«per ^would
'
. active shaper of events arid a irior ^ 'iniyolved <li creased by inovirig the f irst day ofclttssiBs up from five to four ,' arid the creation ,of'
! the
;
to
tho
;
f'indeperideri
tc
first
weeteiin F^bruai ^. : A reading'
p^6_^rri ;" :^EaiJli ^o. these
participant in tho happenin gs going on around j
^
Classroom ;y arid
him;
^tudy '! !/ ac- y period of from three ;tb seven days could then provisions dMor v^corislder
;
tivitie_ -:academlc8 ' if you will—are but ;one ;< > be casily ^inserted iat ;the;erid of each seniester : ; Tlght in ; wsej?8irig : t ^ ^erit iisysteriiiahd ' •
iip r _ri their ; deteriminlrig J iilielfiiture; :course .of f Colby 's '
facet of the education process , They ;comprlse |;sp t that students ; could catch
for e
^¦acadej riieriro ^ai p
•'., only one small part of tlie pro cess of maturing ?;£¦ f tudles arid prep ^are pr operty
Under .the present system It is imp^ssif3lGi to v ' ' ; Tlie ^Ka ^e^idiilleid; ^.;!^ first
into a r(»ponsiblo , knowledgeable individual. !
ajppear ;! ;? ;
expect a student to review, arid 'syrithcaize In a • :; not quite as ^st^ftsthe ^may
Athletic , cultwal r social ^
he
in
has lcarried
few hour s all t^t
a coursoc ^v,wheri <6he-(!^liidere ^nt ;^^^
^aictivltles ;:' are ( an;r ^
;
•
during
12
weeks
of
classes.
Consequently
the : ;pro igratri ^is rijerely ^hipxpari ^^
j fy
educational experience caHed collego^r
,' i l
'
'
;td'
studSnt
v
Jfbrce
d
ls
.}?
-;
crarri
'^iui
^riiuch
':
i
^^ ThlS' ^ proposal ^
' i 'x:XB !A-, . .i:;. *;¦&*&¦? '^. S
' fti J ^
' ' ''. ¦' '¦xAX j : :x ^.y
'

- ,., y - . .. - '

ATH ^TIC ^

^quasji (^iirts Mori.- Thurs. : .
:; ; ; 8:00 ^^9:15 PM Phys! Ed. ;
Mon. -Fri. : 12:00 ^ 1:30 Faculty
Field House 8:00 AM-9:00 PM Mon.-Fri .
9:00 AM-6:00 PM Sat. ' &Sun. .
- Swjmming Pool: " Mon.-Sun.
10:30 AM-8:30 "PM
c

- Mon .-Thurs.3:30-4:45 Phys. Ed.
Jlbn. & Wed. 6:00 PM - 7:15 PM Life Saving
Class

i
LANGUAGE LAB

compiled by Theresa Forsier
' . JITNEY ¦'. ". " . STOPS
Mon.Thurs: 8:30-11:30
l.Rbbert' s Union (parking lot)
1:30-4:30
> 2. Hillside Complex ( New Dorms )
6:00-9:00
{
•
3. Mary Low .Foss
Friday
8:30-11:30
(Mayflower Hill Drive )
Sunday 1:00-3:00
6:00-9:00
4. First Rangeway JFK Drive Corner
(near stopsign )
BIXLER LIBRARY
S. JFK Mall
6. Concou rse ( via Silver Street).
Mon .-Thurs.: 9:00 AM - 5:00 PM; 7:00 PM7. Colby Corner (via Park Street
10:00 PM
andPIeasan t Street )*
Friday : 9:00 AM-5:00 PM
r
8. Ho-Jo 's, (via Main Street ) .
Saturday : 1:00 PM-4:00 PM
Sunday: 1:00 PM-5:00 PM; 7:00 PM-10!00
'-temporary servi ce- X
PM
9. Robert s Union
¦¦

SCIENCE LIBRARY

2:30 PM
3:30 PM
4:30 PM ¦ " ' . . .¦
"¦ "¦ ¦ - , '
7:30 PM
> 8:30 PM
9:30 PM
' ' . '
10:30PM

/
11:00 PM
.
Friday : 9:00 AM-5:00 PM
Saturday: 1:00 PM-4:0 Q PM
Sunday: 1:00 PM- -5:00 PM; 7:00 PM- -11:00
PM .

Mon. -Fri. : 8:30 AM - 5t00 PM

_&t : 10:00AM-2:00 PM

¦'

Moni-Fri.: 10:00 AM-1 1:15 AM
12n-3:00 PM
Saturday :>.00 AM-11:00 AM
UPS PICK-UP
Basement l Eustis
Mon .-Fri. : 9:30-11: 30 AM; 1:30 - 4:00 PM

- ."

SPA-PUB

Mon. -Sat. 8:00 AM-1:0 0 AM
SuriTEvenings

GARRISON -FOSTER HEALTH CENTER

MEAL HOURS

MILLER LIBRARY

Mon.-Fri.

M6n. -Thurs. : 8:00 AM -11:00
friday: 8:00 AM-U:00 PM
Saturday : 10:00AM-5:00 PM
Sunday : 10:00 AM-11:00 PM

continue d from page eight

POST OFFICE

SPE CIAL RUNS
Colby-Ho -Jo direct , (tempo rary )
.7:30AM
8:30 AM :
9:30 AM plus 'regular ' times Sundays

^ BOOKSTORE

• Sin api

Aioyw*>< ?

Regular Runs :' Mon. thru Sat.

Mon .-Thurs.: 9:00 AM -5:00 PM; 7:00 PM -

Audiovisual: Mori. -Fri.: 8:30 AM - 12n; 1:00
PM-4: ;O0PM
Special Collections : Mon. -Fri : 8:30 AM-5:30
PM (10:OO AM-5:OO PM Sat. )
Memorial Reading Room (Pit ) : 8:00 AM 2:00 AM daily :
North Wing Study Rooms (cubes) : Open
24
¦¦
- ; : ' ,. ..: ¦ • • .
.' . }., • .
Hours ' - '

So the txawievt's of eN. w«_ -««r *s j n e txaxevVf

times ';- ; ;

Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner

8:00 AM - 10:00 AM Sick Call - Physician 's
Assistant Jane Schwartz - Cbnsultata tions by
App ointment ,
Clinical Psychologis ts: By Appointment
8:00-4:00.
. Lewis F. Lester : Ori Call thru Nurses
Station!
Ms. Carol Houde : In Case of Emergency .
Mon .-Thurs. : 8:00 AM - 11:00 PM
Frida y: ,
8:00AM
-

Sat-Sun.
8:00-10:00
12:00-1:00
4:45-6:00-—

7:15-9:30
11:30-1:30
4:45-6:15

—Robert' s and Dana only
^—-Robert 's open until 7:00
Foss closes at 6 :00
i"

•»•

•

•

•?<>•

mwf a/
c& W cW$!t&

Moreover , this proposal sharply red uces the

\

\~ -

s

-

'\

\ -

Plan and how closely the first 'tvyo parts -of the
policies and how these policies were
changed—withou t proper oversight ' and "v
sometimes as a result of internal politics.
In '1960 the January Program wak added to
the . Colby curriculum after wha t former
president R.E.L, Strider called " some^ paref ul
compression here arid there " and ah "abbreviation of the examinati on period" which
included the elimination of a two week first
semester reading period (which at that time
extended into the month of January ). At this
time ,the college was under a five course;
system in which 40 courses (as opposed to 120
credits ) were needed to graduate. ' 'By 1973,
the college had changed to' a credit system
which was gradually reduc ed from 120 to 105
The assuriiption was that a reduc tion in the >
number of credits required for graduation
would l iriiprove ;,the i v
education , at ¦ Colby; . (precisel y what ; the ;
]- Buridy; Report' ^ arid; this // proposal ,¦ has maintained )':
! ' ' -y- ' v. ///y; / / !./ : /:/; ¦/' /> . . . ..-. •¦, *'¦; ¦; . '; . -> ¦
;¦: ¦ By 1976 the faculty was so disturb ed by what :
they perceived ;asiagreat deal of students who
were finishing up all cred it requircrii ^pts for; ¦
gradua tion in only three years -andi rrierely /
v 'hanging around f? for the fourthyear (taking ;
a minlrijum 'number of courses to satisfy tlie
requirehient of 105 credits in eight semesters )
that they increasedthe credi t req uirements to
Ifco again , ; with the stipulati on that 15 of those
credits could be earned as ^' flexible credits "
¦(i;e;pass-fail )y y ;;/<;-^i^
i' tWhet her wnot ' the above perception bri the ^
part of the faculty was correc t it Is impo'rtarit ;
to not ; tha tiitho early 7P's-;was: a tlme;b f con- ;
slderable campus ; unr es^arid-the faculty was \k
consequently; : ,7 ; cbiricerried i. /that ystude htsy
properly apportioned their 'tim e for 'studies ;^/ //

possibiility of some student s accelerating
their studies under a four course system (or
an equivalent credit system* arid completing
colleige in six or/ seven semesters since as
stated before a student would still be required
to ; complete , five ; offeririgs ^each semester
(under a strictly . course systern arid five on
the average ; in an equivalent
system
be credit for
offered
^yhei*e most courses -would
four
cred its) the only/ difference being tha t the
student ^could / choose " ah "inde pendent
prpgrairi / 'siriliieu of a fifth
course. ; ; ; ,
to the
/In , 1977, ^:iha inly
persistence and
urging of the Modern language departrrient
which was concer ned . that many students
were ' taking the lang uage requirement passfail a ndas a result were ^npttoldri B thecourses
seriously, the faculty votedi qforbjd the use of
flexible credit for any require d cburses-which
on the average account for twbrdiir ds of the
courses a student takes at . Colby ^While the
nectary studies wer e made /ai id-it /is
assurned-due consideration given to all of the
chan ges mentioned above there has been rib
real study made on what the aggrega te effect
these , changes ) have had on-the quality of"
education at Colby or on the Colby student-two
quite different inqui ries.
y ;
„ ; President Cotter has described college as a
"special time ," a time for individual grow th
and maturity ; The .events of recen t years ,; ,
particularly ;last yea r, arid the change in mood}:\
and atmosphere on campus seriously, raises
the qiiestlon of whether or not Colby College is ¦',
providing the correct enviro nment ! for such H;
growth to take pla ce. With the ihauguratibn of
'ai ' neW 'P-,esiderit\and . the v beglr -iingrof;a'''riew . ' :.
decade an appropr iate ;Wine;'is /at ; hand for ;
Colby Colleg e-^faculty ^isfuderits ^andrad- .;
mlratnators r-tb make a ; sober ;ervaluati6h; of,
asT
9uality .;pf ed
iicatibri at idolby looking
the ^eiil te
pasti c^l ifia^such.j
grade; ;pbirit ^vorages , ;
gradua te schpbi accept
V'/V 1 -;!.-^
of boolcs Ihi the Ubriar y, to tho "actup 1 iinpact bh
studetfts asp ^bpie/y
¦
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Oriental Art Exhibit

'
'
^ .^'y ^yyy i • ¦/.&:yv
L."¦:¦ ^ >^ ) ir ^

l;p/|||;Hl^|i|li

The evoluti on,during 800 years, of one of the

by.ar tists of. the .Imperial;Academy, poet¦,¦ ;
- z/ 7
characteristic
important
arid
most
painters , and individualists;
most
Complement-rig .the exhibition ' is a reconforms of Chin ese pain t ing is currently on view
struction of; a scholar-painter's study and
in the Colby CollegeMuseum of Art. On loan
garden, complete with - tools and materials
from the Museum of Fine Arts; Boston, the
collection of 80 works traces the development > used in creating the album leaf paintings.,;
Guest curator, of the first,major ' show of
of painting in the album leaf format from the
Chinese art in the State of Maine is Germaine
Sung Dynasty, 960 AD. ,. to the Ch'ing
Dynasty, 1912A.D.
Ful er , Ziskind Lecturer in Art at Colby. In
Selec-ons include all of the major subjects
addition"to preparing the exhibit with Thom
and styles associated with the technique:
Wu, assistant curator of Asiatic art at the
landscape, bird and flower, bamboo, figu ral
Museum of Bline Arts, she has written the
studies, and paintings related to historical
accompanying catalog. '•; .
themes and to poetry. The glimpse into eight
The project is supported by a grant from the
centuries of Chinese culture includes works
Maine State Commission on the
and the
¦ '' -;Arts
' ¦ .. ....- ¦' ¦.• .-.• ' •
Humanities.
I- Brenda Bowen

Photo by Penny' J anzen

Cultural Mfie
/ by Margaret Bermer.

" ,:. .;

Cultural Life presents a series of innovative
productions and activities "for -the -^ 1979-80
acadmeic year. Cultural;Life'sCh airpers on,
Brenda Bowen described .the committee's
ideas for the coming year as an effort to bring
a variety of activities that would appeal to the
campus as a whole and would act as a balance
to the regular fare of non-academicactivities.
Brenda, a senior Art-Englishmajor has also
been active in Powder and Wig. Her goal for

a desire to try to fill the campus' need for ,
alternative student activities other than social
concerts, fraternity parties, and campus
movies. One activity she would like to'
establish is a poetry readinggroup. She would
like the group to meet once a month for an
infor mal .reading of the works of various
poets. Brenda felt that since students seldom
get together to read works other than their
own these meetings would benefit students
who enjoy listening to and reading poetry
aloud.
At the beginning of October, Cultural Life in
conjunction with Bates and Bowdoin will
sponsor ,a dance group. The main .performances will be held at Bowdoin . this
season. Colby students will be able to purchase discount tickets to the production. Here
at Colby, the group will hold demonstrations
and lectures that will be open to all.
At the end of October, Cultural Life arid
Social Life are planning a Halloween weekend
that will be run along the same lines as last
year 's Medieval Weekend. Some ideas for the
weeken9 "iriclu_e witchhunts, haunted"
fraternity houses, dunking for apples, and a
costumedance:
-1
•
¦

'

*

'
'

"¦
"

For anyone who rnisses the toga parties of
the Coining year is to bring at least one last year, the committee has invited-Chris
activity a month to the campus that would not Miller to the Colby Campus on November 8.
normally be held in Waterville.She expressed Miller came to Colby three yearsa'go to great
.

^niimiMt.emeiit1s

The Colby MiKic^
OTphaswe raariiberworksy^ y;^;-;-%'- ' .;/- ''' :¦ ¦;;;.
The season will begin Ocb 10with a concert
by the Hancock W^
ite ''inipectabte;: riii^
technique;'V/ /• ;;. ; ;y';<'y}'//;.;f^S^V^/Cy^:
Claude //^nteux,/ conductor ;arid;/ flute
soloist, will combine with harpist Shru-De-Li
Ownbei in the second session concert on Nov.
14. Monteux, a faculty rheimbCT ^/the New
England Conservatory, Boston, bias appeared
with leading orchestras of the/^wrld.;Miss:
Ownbei plays with the Barigo^Sjroplwhy^y'
An evening of cello music and piario diets
will be presented, ! Feb; 27 by / Michael
Rudiakov arid Gilbert Kalish. Rudiakov is
artistic director of the chamber miisic series
at Sarah Lawrence, CoUege;.(R-»lish..aPpeara
regularly ywitft ; the / Bojtoh Symphony
<ftariiber Piavers.;:'. ::-4> W}yK'? :/ • ';/:'/_ • '^v

Chinese artwork on display at Museum
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^e/ Compb^
April 2 iri the CMcluairig Concert of the Colby ;
Series;/ Quartetotfresidence //at .¦;" /Cpluriibia /
Umvers^'ifo^^
the SovietUniontlsraelj and&lcai^/ ;:
.^

may be obtainedby contactingPat Chasse in Z;
the
, studerft activities off Ice. / : ;-5y ^ / ' /
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The^M^ t^ ^
iff figure drawing
<^
The rrieetirigiitoW
'Studio,:|f::/:;;;.;y3y^
StuiA filnwjwiil present#rom He« ta Itarioltv'/
bnWed^Octv S at'7ia^l ;9:3p pm in l^y^bj^lOO
Tto X953;A&&^
^riraster |I^iilc Sirili
adaptation ofthe James;Jbries novel about l^^
pre^oirid Wartf^

; JazzmuMdaniDi^y Gillespie
^
//./ori SepftSQM^
y /perfbrman^^
;
/;/
: $4 ]for students arid;$7i^
;>'.<M^6ne;iriterJB8Jt^
;.j,ydq ' rs^

vV- 'b 'etwee^
,
.:i'^the dayf of t th6 ihow?^a..-rt,. ;- ,A':i ir -i^
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w^kends of the serrirater were highlighted by
¦a. rock grou p caUed . "The / Imposters ''
inutatirig favorite hlts ; arid |the reggae band
''Lbose Caboose. "¦/ Enc ^i^anr Er«ident of
Social/Life; hopes ^/bririg in/rnpr e quaHty
grbiips "for /dgriCes ' /arid concerts / iri; the gyiri
throu ghout the year. Also, ''continuing- ' ' this

timing Up
acclaim and is noted for his contributions in
the creation of the " comedy hit ,"Animal
House. "

' ;y

For the Christmas season Cultural Life is
sponsorin g a renaissance magic group to sing
Christmas carols. The date is tentatively set
for late November or earl y December .' ' , ~
During Jan-Plan , there will be two Powder- '
•><; and Wig productions. Hal Prince , director of
&) th\|current " Broadway hit "S weeney fodd "
^ will
and various other Hollywood productions
direct the plays at Colby. Colby-students will
have the opportun ity to work -with Prince
whose contricutions .to the ''stage have been
tremendous.
. ,
y ±
These productions and activiti es tentatively
scheduled by^tdtural Life are a fine example
of what Brenda Bowen described as events to
provide /yaritey and a new cultural spectrum
that /will appeal to the students.
Enthusiastically Cultural Life is trying ' to
fulfill their new motto. "We 'll bring the
- mountain to Mohammed ."

!

Social Life
/

by Fran Muliin
As far as entertainment goes, Colby College
will have its share this year. The first two

year are the Pub bands. No cover fee will be

charged for the music and the groups will be

performing every.other weekend. Alternatin g
weekends with the Pub groups - will be a
mellower form "~ of enterta irirnent " in the
"C offee House'. - the-'riew dining hall in
Roberts Union. Admission is $1 and coffee
and donuts will be served at a nominal cost.
' >< '
"
"•
•^
.Ori Oct. 12, at 8:30 p.m., Colby C ollege will
'present Karla " Bonhoff in the first major
concert of the year. This mellow rock singer
and songwriter has wr itten big hits for Linda

Ronstadt and has released two of her own
albums ." - The Karla Bonhoff concert is open

to the public and is sure to attract a large
audience, so get your tickets earl y. Colby
student , admission is only $3.50 and nonstudent charge is $5.00 at the door .- In conjunction with Cultura l Life, Eric

Ertman and the Social Life committee are
schedul ing more .interestin g events this year
that will " get people involved instea d of just
being an aud ience." Plan on haviri g a lot of
fun during " Halloween Weekend, " Colby 's
next theme weekend on Oct. 26-28. A haun ted

house/and a variety of other spints ywill be
centered / around ^Roberts Union during this
scare festivalw Another -special; event that
generated enthusiasm last • year was the
frisbee .shpw and ' workshop ^.' ; Tlite group
may- visit Colby again , later this year. Look
for announcements of these and other coming
attractions posted around campus./ • -

Theatre
Pr eview

»

: ~ 'y . ^yy- by Paillette Lynch
«• y ¦
/ ' //;
Z^ ;^y,/
¦¦
'€fc , .¦ v -a " ' : -¦•:¦»• ' y f - .^/v-^y;-t
Theatre at Colby this,fall is going to be ari v
exciting enric hing experienc e for all; Whether ;_ i
you are in the; the/mood rfori serious drairia
corhedy or musicals there is ; certairi to be v
something that will apical. "Powder and
Wig" ; the / student ' theat re : orgariizatiori -ifc
prod ucing a musical entitled~ "Roar of me 't
Greasepaint ^ Sntell df ;the Crowd" by Arit hbnV . - .
Newly and / I*sley Brechieus ^ arid a/more
serious drama eritifled '' Mother.Cburage V'^^^^
written •":¦; by/ Bertold BrecHt ; The' faculty :^
organization; a ^'Perform ing; ¦ i Arte ^; ; is;
producing iTireb ugs^by Max Frie sch . J ; ' /

^Fitebugs iv ttie flrst playofthe seasori; will /i ;
be pre sented iri timet forUpperclass Parents ' ;
Weekend; Oct; ft5 and Gr This plaj tf underthe / ' v
directl oritof Dick /Sewall;;is ^li^thearted? '
dram atic-com edy;;The<plo t - revolves around ; ;
the hljlnks of two arso nists whp dwell in the /
M ^Ve/q f-t ^
Biedemaiih ;\They are ,- '-of course , discovered i / j
;
toj afa ^

Mus ic

Colby Comtntmity Symphony C^^

Wtlb y Symplmny Cd

The second half will consist of the Suite
-7A" concert by. the Colby Community Symphon y Orchestra with piano soloist Anthony di from the Water Music of G.F. Handel as
Bonaventura will be presented as one of the arranged by H. Hart y, and J. Brahms '
events of the weekend at which William Rv "Academy Festival Overture. "
Cotter will be inaugurat ied as 18th president of.
Colby CtoU€ge'. - : ' '/- ' ' :- .': . • . -- ^ ¦ y/- - - . . r- ; ;
( Open without charge to the public the
program will be at 8 p.m., Friday , Sept. 28, in
the McPartlan d Music Shelly Wadsworth
yv ' ¦; ' " ' '• ' ' P - : ' ;;
Gymnasium.
Pianist di Bonaveritura will perform W;A.
Mozart' s Concerto for Piano and Orchestra in
C Ma jor with Peter ^Re coriducting. Prof. Re 's
open the
own "Festive Overture ", will
THE .^QUOD , Colby s literary magazine ,
¦ ' ¦¦' ¦ ' . ' ' .' .
'
¦
'/
¦
"
program.¦¦
:P
•
'
publi_hes".% 'del_tliteratur e and artwork. We
' -j v '
' .v.
. .; ¦.
:
,
.
/
need blac ked white photpgraphs , pencil and
ink draw ing, ^jiort stori ed, poems , limericks ,
etc. Please ty_« literatur e as you would like it
to appear.
The deadline for sub missions is Nov. 1.
Collectio n envelop es are located in the library,
«i Bixler, and in Rober ts'. THE PEQUO D is
publish ed twice yearly and is funded by Colby
;
, y . '; ' ' : '. " - / , ;/ . , .
students.;.
- A performace by Colby students of an
For mor e information , contact Rob Lpkbdy
adaptation of Dr. Suess's "Green Eggs arid
, or Jane Eklu nd , x59
Ham '' has won a prize for best product ion at a xS78, Robin Yorks , x529
theater festiva l sponsored by the Center for
the Performin g Arts in Bath.
' ' Written and directed by Robert G. John ,
who graduat ed on May 27, 1979, the perJeanne Pojasek (Ipswich , Mass.) and
formance on May 13 involved a series of skits musicians Andrew Frenkiel (Knox ,
, N.Y. ) ,
- and vignettes performed to the music of a jazz
Geoffrey Ives (Rockport, Mass. ), Robert
1 band playing compositions by Thomas "Fats "
Noyes (Blue Hill), and Elizabeth Yanagihara
Waller arid Duke Ellington. The play had its (Tokyo, Japan ).
i.de fciut last Ma rch in Colby 's Strider Theater.
John , whose home isLondon , England , says
; he-orlginally conceived of the adaptation as
theater for children. He has
, made revisions to
';: - '3uit ari ad-dt audience ;:;' i ' "^" '!/-' /.::' .' :- ' : x ' :S -¦/ '
>;/ dthere involved in the awar d-winniiig
/ peitorriiiarice ' : ;/were Lawrence ;A^
(Andover , Mass.) , Ross Brennan (Fairport ,
.{ N.^.);;Timothy , Buffuim ;s (Barririgtbn i R.I.);
;;Kathy S(Sallop (Houlton)^ Robert Kihriey
/ (Brock tori f / Mass. ), Margaret / Matheson
(Augusta ^i i Esme/; McTighe ,S <Biu^?; Hill),
"'
"
»¦ " = ¦ :

-^reen Eggs
Aiid Ham
A Winner

Tbe st age is emp ty no w bu t j oo n 't be for long

-:j ^v^v?'t '> ;:: '" *//' PPhoio.bytiennyyfdn zen

things out durin g the course of the play, There
aro a few serious moments arid many bri ght
sbnj#: during ;the
^
sure to watch for inforfriatiori
regarding ticlcet
"
:"
"
««l*» - ^Ni^i- ^"rf^ri^T^^ V^^v.^ r N jV*: ^ . irii V- _ ..;>" - . ?v ^ - .^ - - :i- " v-7^"r-i:-^ -.
Although eyents for the rest of the yeariare ;;
stlll/b^lng schedul ied, the Colby community ;
cahJ alM^lopj ^
January which students may participate ;in
: for;JariPlah er edit ^^
' il^dg Another J 0«^
>-: .Si^iTU y^-;:; :».' ^- ^-'" ^V* ?^:SEfe s :r. . v;^:-^ -^-. :-. .*/¦- *. . : .^: v . - " - .s:- ?;V*: .--j .- . . r - - - *
produced Iri Uie spring. -The possibility of a
fuiriength play In addition to the Festival Is
still ti^er TOraii ^tlbrv;. ^;.;';y ' y v ¦ ' vyy;' ' ' /;;
f ,!to£ whet ^
relaxed or intellectually stimulated bo sure to;
suppiirt /ithe
|
^

The cast incliWw aim^^
werrrier arid Debbie Fahtoh :as Mil aridi Mra * : ;; ;„
' Biedemahri; Lynn !;Plobf ' a^lAriria l^Haluk •; / ;
1 Nural as Sepp Schmidt and Scott Sophos as/ .
; Willi nWisenririg. / Tickets :^W5 be - available / ¦'
_ri/ ;.|&;j #»
iwi
v ' v t-y "
/;^
'
''Ri tMp ^bf ;;tt ^
• Crp wdl'/ jiw lHjKibe^'
p^
Poi ^ts ^wee ^^
; mt^cql ^itfto
Brec keiise wl|l be under ttio glahbrial ^rcctiori ;'jfj; -'• '•¦¦'j_l*V"' .*i.rI'/V '.'1'- ' '•? m"' .\""A ' :' '" 1 ' '- - ¦ : -. .'l . .y ¦ ' '}¦ '! ' y '. ' •' fW' ^'i'- ;iy/;- ' ' 1'^
! o^iBAniio ILiewis wlth 't^
¦
r afWi aliM ^
-THelniusic fis /lighthoarted ^ friri ;and. ;-i\ ^ill f ;:y. fi pj U^yte
f imdoiM ^lyai^
/..v/Thdlj lcad^'chair ^
^KENNEDY t MEM QRlA ^ 'DRIVB :H;;' '; yi.^.^
L &me plMifetOrie of ' to
I arid tlie/ other/a; loser -but 'th w 'workTto ' eyehiyB

ti!m W*$$^ ^

Itp
p
i
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i
l
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Captain George Dolan

Colby Football: A Forecast
At the outset of this Fall Football Camfour-year
veteran and one of this year 's tri-captains ,
George Dolan. The text of the interview

paign , the Echo " interviewed
follows.

Echo: George, Coach Kopp has stated
that he and his staff have the luxury of
working with a squad that is return ing 32
lettermen. How likely is it that this group , a
group that has only totaled four winsover the
past three years , will finally gel?
Dolan: I don't see a winningseason as a
possibility, but as fact. The change in the
quality of play here was significant last year
and from that squad we have lost three ,
possibly four starters. In addition , the people
replacing those who graduated are as good or
better than those here a year ago. This year
we are a team comprised basicall y of Juniors
and Seniors , something that wasn 't true when
I was a freshman. In addition , last year we
scored more points that we had in years past
and with the new offense that Coach Kopp has
instituted , we should surpass that total. To
sum it up, I feel that with the peoplewe have
coming back it will be a huge disappointment
if our record doesn't improve substantially.
Echo : I know that for you and the other
Captains, this is the year. But beyond that , do
you see this as the year that Colbv footbal l

turns it around?

. Dolan: Yes, I cari see it with the coachirig
staff. Tom Kopp has pieced a lot of thin gs
together; he's a smart man and he's really

grinding us for a winning season. After this

year , it will just become tradition. Sonie of

the teams that we play year in and year out
have been winning for years and now it's
Colby 's turn.
Echo: //; Iri other words , you feel that a
winning season this year will be the start of
some what of a snowb alleffect?
% y^ P : y .;.;¦ '¦ " '' ' .' '/¦
. Dplarir Yes.; r y
:
Echo:
After three years with
Coach McGee and his offensive align ment,
Coach Kopp has stepped in and has instituted
a new system. Has having a new coach and a
new offense placed you behind¦ schedule at
all?. . ' - '

'. "

/ ¦ -/( • : ' :-¦/ ' / ; . .. ./

Dolan: The first couple of days we had
soriie trouble , but as each day progresses , we
are picking up additional aspects of the offensive system which should put us right into
the first game.
Echo : So you've had enough time ?
Dolan : Yes, definitely. Tufts put in this
new offense last year and it took them three
games to score. Afterwards , they were the
best in New England. To learn the system and
then to execute it probably takes some time. I
don 't foresee it taking us three games to i
score , but perha ps it will take us a while to
execute the way we would eventually want to.
Echo : Has the spirit of the team changed
from years past?
Dolan : It' s a give and take thing. If
you're a winner , the spirit will be good. If you
go out and lose every Saturd ay, then pf course

the spirit will be lacking. But , with a veteran
team and a new season<confronting us , both
the attitude and the spirit has been great.
Echo: Was Colby Football ready for a
change at Head Coach?
^
Dolan : I don 't feel that the change at
Head Coach will be the key that opens Pandora 's box. In a few years , the change might
matter , but remember , this is a team that
Coach McGee recruited and Coach Kopp is
inheriting. It will be a good squad no matter
who isat Head Coach.
Echo: Last year , you lost to Middlebury.
on opening day in a heart-breaker. Do you see
an earl y season win as the key to the year? /
Dolan: Very easily , y.
Echo : It has often been said that winning
teams possess a very necessary intangible ,
one that allows a fumble to bounce their way,
or a penalty late in the game to be called their
way. How important is this factor ?
Dolan: Even though people have said that
luck is part of the game, I have never thought
so. If you executed properly on every play of
the game , then by the fourth quarter , a
fumble or a penalty would not mean much to

you. In other words, you would be winning b y '
such a wide margin , that luck would not have
the chance to play into the outcome . In the
past , our 'luck' has ribt been very goody but I ,
don 't feel that this is sbrriething that changes .
or separates the winrifers and lpsers.
Echo: What are the team's strong points
both offensiyely.and deferisively? 'S.
Dola n : Offensively, we have Frank Sears
returning as Quarterback . Fraiik is a; three
year; starter and he is coming off his best
. — :;- ; /.y. :~y. :^y '-.: ;¦
year.
^:V - V
Echo: Yes, but he threw only one hundred '
tinies xlast year./ That / isri't /^very /inuch.
Dolan : Yes, but his percentage was ovier
50 percent , which is phenomenal . He has had
a great pre-season and has worked very hard
polishing up his play. We also have Joe Ctota )
who right now is coming off an injury i but lasi v
year collected over 700 /yards which must
have ranked ' him in New England. Mike
Drouin is back from a year's absense; three
quarters of our front four are returning and
we're expecting big -things from Paul
Belanger whom I feel is one of;the . best
;
- v
players in New England.
Continued on p a g e14

Ojjend eFtti ls To Click

Mules Downed In Opener

by J onathan Greens pan

The Colby Mules .opened their season
Saturday with a disappointing 33-0 loss to the
Middlebury Panthers.
Although the final
score does not reflect it, the Mules were in the
game as late as 11:03 of the fourth quarter
when Middlebury scored their third touchdown. Two more touchdowns in the final
quarter turned what was a close game into a
rout. • _ . . - ' _
The Panth ers '" first score of the afternoon
came at 7:03 of the first period after they took
a Mule punt at midfield and drove downfield
in eight plays. After this initial Panther
score , however , both teams tr aded
possessions and went into the lockeroom at
half-time with the first touchdown as the sole
score of the young afternoon.
Although the scoreboard indicated that the
game was well within reach for the Mules ,
statistically, the Mules were well out of the
contest. At half , the Panther/attack had
already rolled up 155 yards on the ground and
sorrie 48 in the air compared to 64 total yards
for the Mule .offe nse. Fir st down disparity
was also evident .Middlebury having gained
twelve ' as compared to Colby's four. Yet
despite the difference in total offense , the
Colby 'defense kept the game within reach as
they refused to budge when Middlebury
. - : Hirif bjictija y' P ^ne ^
"
neared their end zone:
*
Poeniri g the second half , Colby marched
sthe first and mount their second scoring drive : Mifle defense ,/ Aside from
r the drive thatpbiby ;,
!
downfield to the Panther 18 but ' a crucial
of the afternoon . Aiding the Panther attack /fumble d ;away riwr;th i_ Pahther gOT
fumble handed the ball right back to Midwere two consecutivei i5 yrird /penalties offense was; unable 'to Jiiourit variy>typo of/
dlebury as Colby appeared as though it was
defense tircdand
agai nst the Mule defense, 'tThis turn :of ; sustained drive ; Finally
tp theup
going ; to put its first points of the youn g
events took the wind but of our ' saHs/'/cdiri ' Middlebury was ^blie pile the score ; iSvp/
season on the board and tie up the game.
mented ' Coach Torn , Kopp ; ''After wards we: rushing touchdowns and one short pass gave
Following this give away, the Middlebury
just lost our iritensity, Instead of a 7-7 gamfe , Middlebury / its final three ;scbres tbf the day.' '
they
the
ball
to
midfield
where
squad moved
' 7/They are ;5 gwd/ football; teamtand r the y,
we put ourselves behind '. 14-0.">.. / . v / i '
elected to go for the first down on fourth and
After three quarters , the score was still close . combiimtion cf catchingthom ori a day when
short ya rdage. The defense again held , but an
at 14-6, tiut the effect of being on the field for a / they .executed cojp rectly . and we failed to db sb
¦
offsides penalty enabled Middlebury to gain
total of 91 snaps began to take its toll on the / ; proved. ' , bur ' • dowhfoH i ' icomimehted Coach /

Streak Ends
Colby Soccer 's nine game unbeaten streak
came to an end yesterday as the Mules
dropped a 2-0 decision to the Bowdoin Polar
Bears at Brunswick. Two goals by Kwanc
Pocu for the Bears in the first half proved too
much for the Mules to overcome. This loss
now leaves the team 's record at 2-1. A full
"
report will appear in the riextissiie.

Kopp. "Our offense*failedtomount anyt hirig
substantial , thus placing our defense in the
positionvofcbeing /bin the1 field for M snaps; of
which 75 were rushing S plays. During the
course of , a normal game; me defense should
only be pn the field ' for ; 45-50;sriap s. ; ' Ori^
Saturday our defense was on the field far too
much and tney - tiredi ^Certainlylth ^ vbperi
ing- loss to Middleb ury was a huge disappointment for both the squad and coaching
staffj but the seasdn _ is ari ^hiing biit over ;
"There was a lot of pressur e on both the staff ;
and the kids .V comments ' Kopp; "Now 1it' s,
time to settle /down ;and /-play our;; kind ''dP.
gairie, I thought that we in
were^ further-along
;aftet ;^our performances
prese ason but I
guess'that we still need time, Altho ugh we are
essentially a veteran team , we are all freshmen ; tb; the systerii ^aaysterii ; that needs time
• •* ; " y ¦'- . ,), .y
arid proper&e eu^
Kopp concluded that he was" glad that this
game :>yff a now histor y. '*/ Next week in their
home ;bperier , the Miiles - host Wesleyan , a
squad that they
lost to 557'9 a year ago. Like
¦¦
Middlebury, ;.Wesleyan
, is;-ja solid team that
possesses a questionable offense and a Very
tough defense; a defense that allowed a strong
Tufts team.just 210 total yards offcnse ti week
jago ^ih their #6rl2J fo«_;; ; ;6Hefly/8umri ilri g up
this wwk' s/ opporie nt; ? Coach\ Kopp; commented,; V'lt's/the defense tha t kcbpfl them
the, game, / They ; have;t wb hiige defensive
trickles and a vetercn secondary that gives lip
very jlt tle." Ih^thbr wprds , it will be a true
test for , the Mul e offense; a ehah qe to regroup
afte
:^ floundering ¦V . a'? week " , ago. ;
¦ ¦ ., r, : *./ /their
;. i. 'r! , 1 .. ":i1 '«• ' "/.! .' : '• y\r-j": \yyy:. ^.: ')¦ ' ¦*- , - fo.- r. '• - ,-rV ,;
'
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EDI T ORS

C OLUMN

DAT E ~

by Jonathan Greenspan
Division IMII cham pions after one of the
Optimism , like colored leaves in the fau , most dramatic Colby sport seasons in recent
abounds throughout the college as the .year memory . Colby. Football is sport ing a new
starts anew. Before the first ball is kicked , or ( look both^s-aesthetically and offensively and
the first save made , there are no losers or returns to the field- with a richly talented
failures , only winners , if not to his or her . Veteran team . Perennial winners in-Women's
rivals or peers , at least within hirrror hersel f.^* Tennis and Field Hockey will once again have
New slates are clean with records that are riot the playoffs utmost in their minds. Certiainly
yet tarnishe d ; ' the season past has been ., the outlook is bright , many of us anxiousl y
erased now recorde d in last years annals . awaiting the winners that we have missed
What we, athlete and fan alike are left with , ;- sincethe final whistle sounded a year ago.
are memories , some vivid and exhilarating , . -Ever y Monday morning quarterback looks
others ~ clouded over by time ; yet all forgotten great when in the possession of some/hindin the midst of a new^year.
sight , but it is the future that we are looking
September is.a kind month to our-heroes of towards , now. There is a new season that inAutumn , a month that brings us new coaches , deed promises us new winners and new
breeds new .stars and adds high hopes to Saturday .Afternoon heroes , but allow us to
athlete and student alike. There are three new proceed with caution , for foresight can often
head poaches this year at C olby and a new be a prisonner of its own optimism - an opteam- a lbng^oyerdue Women 's Soccer Squad. timism that no one can take away before that
«~ ~
'Men 's Soccer returns to the Hill as ECAC first click ori the Clock.

Save! Goalie Bill Moorman in action «_ U.M.F.

-

¦

Photo by David Strag e

Can They Do It Again ?

by David Stra ge
player.
After one of the most successful seasons , in Elliot Pratt as his most improved as coach,
role
about
his
When questioned
the history of- Colby Soccer , Coach Mark
Serdjen ian commented , "My most importan t

Serdjenian and Captain Jamie Hansman have
field players _
the jnajor task of proving both to themselves job initiall y is to find the best ten
I feel
position.
pro
per
and their opponents that last year 's spec- and place them in their
question
;
the
here
talent
enough
tacular season was more than a fluke. What that we have
"
team go'
the.Mules must do now is further extend the is who will play where to make the far as
to do. As
base that they built a year ago and prove that and that' s what I am tryin g
enthusiasm
is concerned , I
team
.attitude
and
. Colby is a serious and permanent force in New
Most
of us here
don 't foresee any correctin g.
, - t •_
England soccer,
earne d a
we
championship
Both ' Serdjenian and Hansman have said ' experienc ed the
attitude
and
confidence
that there will be a huge amount of pressure year ago and the
carried
has
more
than
recor
d
on the team ,to perform this season and that attached to tha t
,
"
's
squad.
year
¦
the squad will find it awfully difficult to repeat over tothis ?.
—*-~
the success of a year ago. Having lost CoCaptains . and stalwarts David Laliberty and
Doug Lowing to graduation and last year 's
Freshman keeper Eric Leith to ." academic
\frustrations ," Serdjenian has had to build a
new team , incorporating a new formation.
"I' ve tried to compens ate for the players that
we lost a. year ago, !' comments Serdjenian.
"We . moved sophomore . Pat Forth , who <
started at wing-halfback last season to center
fullback and placed Dick Muther who was a i
forward a/year ago; to&ehter halfback **' This r
ricw/syst ^
four halfbacks , inteiestingly /onough , all ex; 1
Urieirieri? Retur ning to this year 's/lineup and '
to furt
1 her bolster the attack is junior Tim Rlce .
who will ;^
^ as,tHeMules ^
^ . In regard to weaknesses iCoac h Serdjehlari
/not esjithat! ' the \defense iimay be ' ijiomcwhat '
iwbakon ed.ati irst due tblthelnex iwrle ^ce/^It
rnlght /take ;a fpw /garrie s^^ before the/defense
/wbrks ^aa ;the soHd unit: that iwb
th<^
/tually like; ,(' states SerclJ ehian ^^ Biit
will
come along and once these players settle Into
/their , hew positions; be >3iist;:as ;strbn ^a_ the ;
rest of the squa d." Sordjbniari ' named senior
Paul Wadb as hia most \mderrated player arid

Thi s Week In Sports

i

_

September 29

./

October

Oc tober

2

3 .

.

LOCATION

TIME

, •*

Men 's Rugby Club

at Maine

Women 's Cross coun try

at Bates , Bowdoin

11:0O

Women 's Fiel d Hockey

MAINE

12:00

Women 's J unior Varsi ty Field Hockey

MAINE

Men 's Varsi ty Cross Coun try

at Tufts , Cen tral Connecticut

Men 's Varsi ty Soccer
Oc t ober , 1

~

EVENT .

Varsi t y Foo t ball

•'

'

Women 's Field Hockey
_ .. _
Men 's Varsity 'B- Soccer

Me

BABSON

v rsoti Soccer

- : ¦'¦/¦ Women 's Varsity Soccer

.

.

iq :0O

*

."

1:1 5
12:00
1 :00

WESLEYAN

2:00

THOMAS

j-.oo

-MAINE

3:00

MAINE

3:00 "

at Bates .

3^J 0

Mfci*Speep Tw^

; ¦:;-¦ . - : . ' v ; : .
' ¦/• ;/ ¦/ :
y/.; by,David Stra ge . ' y ' y
' As the players walked wearily back to the system is straightened out.
locker room , afterwhat must have been bns of
Tom Betro and Dan Roy combined for two
the iribst
goals
apiece , in a 4-2 win : over Bates at
^
sophomore ftdlback; Pat Fbrtin was heard
Lewiston
last Saturda y. Colby 's first goal
saying repeatedl y, "O vertime 's a killer ;"
came
after
only 59 seconds . when Betro
The garne as /a whole; was very scrappy.
capitalised
on
a defensive lapse and drove
Therei was a lot of hard tackling and some
precision
\pass beyond the Bates
Pratt
's
needless ; injuries. Goalie Bill Moorm an paid
minutes arid II seconds later ,
goalie.
Two
.
for a- rather spectacular save with a cut just
Betro sent ban Ro y through for his first goal
below his eye and Nick Norton Was carried off
as a Vars ity player . • 7
the field twelve minutes after he first went in, /
Two gods by Bates Concaptain Jim Merrill
arid as -a ;r esult yvill sperif--the rest /of this v. within a five minute period brou ght Bates
seasonon the sidelines as he recbvers frorri a ; • lievel at the half. His first goal was orian assist
pair of torn ligaments .
y
by Mike Lugh -after 16:24, the second on a
UMF opened the scoring at 36 : 40 of the first rebound after Colby keeper Bill Moorman had
half/ when Tim Verill connected on a pass/ saved a shot from Alex Strunk at 20:23. The
from Jeff Frank and redirected the ball to the xeit of the ; first half was fairly evenly
right /of Moorrrian arid into the goal. At 7:48 of balanced , however , the Mules were not taking
the second half , last year 's top. scorer , Tom coritrol until early in the second period. Betro
Betro , opened this yeair 's account after a scored the winnin g goal on a pass from j unior
perfectly flighted corner from Tim Rice was halfback Tim Rice at 15:24 an Dan scored his
headed onto him by Elliot Pratt.
second thirtenn minutes later to seal the win.
It was Betro who scored Colby 's winning Pat Fortin headed the ball down to Roy/who
goal l minute and twelve seconds into the first slid the ball under the keeper for the score.
overtime period. Once agains the assist was
Coach
from Pratt whose initial shot was tipped onto that he Mark Serd j enian said after the game
very pleased with the way the
the crossbar by the Framington keeper. Betro defense isisbeginnin
g to fit together .
was on hand to head the ball into an empty
Pat
Fortin
in
only his secorid game at center
arid inviting net.:
;
After the game Coach Serdjenian com- full , played extre mely well as did Betro and
mented that he was particularly pleased with Roy up front. Colby is now 2-0 and has now
the way Pat Fortin played his fir st game in a gone seven games without a loss. The Mules
defensive role , but that there was still quite a last defeat was against Univ. of southern
bit of work to be done before the , new 4-4-2 Maine when they lost 1-0 last October.

Costly
] r ixp
e eri<encePPVoves

Wottien Bow In Debut
v : ' 'y
; y . u . bySarah Lickdyk c
; ' In what was a histor ic ! if not a victorious
event here brilthe Hill, ..the Colby Wrimen 's
• Soccer /' squad opened their / season last
_^ursday agairist ' Plymout h/, State; Man y
/supp prters; Flricluding ^riKiden t arid Mrs.
Cotter ,/were on hand to watch the women in
their firstriaatch ; urifbrt unatel ya 6-0 defeat.
For -most of the game, Plymouth state
dominat ed /play. /Against .'their more experienccd and polished opponentsany
, the Colby
type v of
¦Women Cwere ^ Uriabi ^ to build
sustained attack. The Mule Women were also
without the services ofCb Captaln and main
/offensive weapon/.; Aiuie; Hussey ! who was
torcedl /to cheer from the sidelines. Arihe inijured iherself in riractice , the day befor je the
match. In addition , the Mules' other Caotain
Pam Woods, was unable W jgo at full stirength
thus ;fur ther.
s^of-^;; handicapping ¦ the ,team'
1
¦
;i
' ifei^v i-fc!" .- -'^ 1 ^-' ; ' -'1 ';¦¦ ^v : * ' '" . ' ¦ - . ' :. V'V"- W-' . .- .r * '?. - ' ' "* - '
"Plymouth . State was the first contest for
/ the ;girls ,/and to step right off the practice
'/field and into/the fire against an experienced
t squad is i a ; tough ' tapk for anyone ," com/ merited ; jjoach Steve; , Knight. "Wei have
' progressed quite a/bit since our first practice

nine days ago, but we still have a long way to
go. We made mistakes that cari be corrected
witli ^practice and game experience. We failed
to work as a unit and this directly led to our
inability to capitalize upon the few scoring
opportunities tha t we did have. " Knight , the
former coach of Waterville High's Female
squad is assisted by senior Blake Hodess and
manager Shiela Kinek e.
Most of the squad consists of Fre shmen and
Sophomores , people that will improve as the
season progresses arid hopefully begin the
base of a successful program here at Colby.
Reflecting on the first contest , the girls are
now clear ori their weak points and with time
should be able to iron thorn out. There is alot
of potential on the squad ; with time and the
retur n of both Hussey and Woods at full
strength , Colby will be in its share of contests
befor e the season is out, Some fine performances which do deserve credit were the
defensive exploits of sophomore fullback
Karen Cowles, freshma n Mary Kennedy and
freshme n halfback Stace Dryer,
The women's next contest Is Octobe r 3rd at
Bates , and ; then they return home to Loebs
Field to take on Tufts University on theeth. >

Ruggers Roll Over M^ntiine
The Colby Rugby team opened its fall
season with a convincin g 26-4 victory over
Maine Maritime. Playing with little mor e
than a week of pra ctice r the Ruggers showed a
few rough edges yet Ma ine Maritime was
unable to capitalize on an y Mule weakness .
The Colby forwards dominated play in the
scrum and more often than not, effectively
supported the teain 's ball carriers ; in short
they were all over the field. Special mention
must be made of Doug "Woffa " Herbert who ,
playing in his first game ever, was a source of
inspiration. Brad Richards played his usual
fine game and also managed to make good ori
three conversion kicks. The scrum 's front
row had a particularl y fine day .
Colby's backs , despite a few 'tem porary
tenses, thawed a potentiall y . overwhelmine

scoring ; punch . Mark Cavainaugh , Mark
Govonni and Dave Bolger ail scored , with
Bolger putting , the ball over the try line twice
in the match . Bob Davidson and Bob Ruzzo, a
couple of veterans from last fall played
solidly; indeed it was their tough , experienced
inside play which managed to spr ing the other
backs f o r scores on three qccassions. Dave
Marcus progressed stead ily as the garrie went
on and Tom Dailey showed the savv y of a
veteran at his wing position , despite the fact
he is a newcomer to the sport.

Finall y a word of congratulations must be

passed along to Rod Marshall who scor ed his
first tr y after six years of frustra tion. The
Ruggers take on highly touted Maine at Orono
on Saturday at io a.m. We wish to thank our
fans for their support and hope to see
evervone at our next home came.

Frosh Hf i rries Sweep

Coach Jim Wescot t
A . sweep of the top seven places by the performance of his was very happ ywith the
harriers on Saturd ay .
Colby Men's Cross Country team got their
What Wescott saw in the race was possib ly
season off on the right foot as they shut-out
Maine Marit ime, U.M.P.I., and Unity last- better than he had expected this early and he
was very positive In his thou ghts/about the
Saturday on . Mayflower Hil . The race was prospects for the
upcoming meets/. Wescott is
scored as six dual meets with the J VIules justified in his positive
e with several
defeating all . three of their opponents by a people running well, butattitud
not
yet
up/to
¦ ; their
perfect score of 15-50.
peak performances. -/ . /^ ; ^ .y -' ¦/; ' - \ r- •¦/
The cool and overcast morn ing proved to be
This Saturda y, (9 /29) j the squiatf s /top
a forum for the freshmen to prove their performers will be-/at ¦
Frankliri Pai *: ' in
abilities. Colby freshman Todd Coffin set the Boston. ' The > perermiaUy
;
pace over the wet 5.1 mile course and finished Connecticut arid Tufts' harriersto^ will
be
strong with a time of 28:00. Coffin held the Mules opponents on the fast five^at ./ /the
Frarikliri
i;
lead for the entire race and was f ollowed by ParkP \-: - \- - v'- y -^.;\ py -y " ' y:;
/y^y " -/
Captain Dan Ossoff until the fourth mile when
A highlight of the season ; will tie on/th e
freshman Kelly Dodge moved up to take following weeken d wheri; on Saturda y October
sec6nd place.
6, arch-rival Bowdoin coines to Mayflower
The Mules filling the top seven places were Hill for a 12 rioori confrontation ; the Mules
Coffin , Dodge and Ossoff followed closel y by will be looking for their second
consecutive
juniors Phil Hough "and Bill McCull y with in as mariy- years
over the Polar' "Bears ' so
sophmore Mik e Thursto n and senior Jon Bees make plans to be there and cheer ori the team
v
in the sixth and seventh spots .
in blue and white .
^

Offense Lack ing

Womei_.;Split _F^<>

. by Carol Sly

Women 's Field Hocke y opened its season on
the 18th with a scrimmage against Thomas
College. Colb y scored early in the game but

Understand Rugoy?
Continued from page 12
Echo : Coach Kopp has mentioned th at the
offensive line and offensive back backfiel d
are the str ongest parts of them. Do you
agree ?
Dolan : Oh, most definitel y. Both the
experience and the size of the line are
strengths. Don Bowman weighs in at 6'2" 250,
Brophy and Leonard who are coming off injuries are big feoys_and Steve, Pfaff .wh p has
been lifting has put on a lot of upper body
strength: Todd Marble , our tight end has had
a great pre-season. Dennis Ring has done a
good job and we 're expecting some fine play
from Fercv who transferred from Union.

/^I^Eiiglaiifl
/C^ct pfflrtotliall
CT M Mewsletter
At last , the type 6f reporting
New England college footb all
has always deserved.

/

New EnglandDivision III teams play exciting football. Bui,as
any frustrated fan knows,scores ire often burled deep In the
'' sports pages of major metropolitan newspapers. IIthty
' appear at all. And rarely dp these teams receive any in-depth
' coverage. We have decided to change all that, n
, For flweeks this Fall We will bring you boxicores,Individual andteam stats,player profiles,features and editorials on
New Englandcollege teams Including:
• Tufti
• Waslty an •Middlebury
• Williams . *Co»t Guard • Woroaater
,'¦ , •Amharst
Polytaoh.
• Botes
• Norwich
'Colby .
• Trinity
• Union
•Bowdoin
•Hamilton
Tho cost lor a one-year subscription l« $10. Ilyou subscribe '
for two years,you'l save two dollars,The two-yearsubscription rale Is SIB. Subscribe now and en)oyl
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then slacked off allowing Thomas to tie it at 1V 1. The Mule offense fired up and played their
>> game for the remaining 45 minutes , scoring
§ six more goals to bury -their cross-town opg ponent 7-l.
i5 . Sue Meyer had a hat-trick , Leah Maher put
J el .iri two , Hilar y Laraba and J ane Hartzell
o brought the total to 7 with one each. Freshj gman Diane Peterec was cited for her out'"
; v
standing defensive play.
The MulesVfirst game was against Farmington on Frida y. With the home field advantage and the vocal crowd support edging
tiiem on, Colby was able to take UMF' s early
lead awa y.
Colby dominated from the start with sharp
passing and solid defensive support. However
UMF caught Colby asleep, and broke away off
a free hit. Their shot went in and Farmington
was ahead 1-0, 20 minu tes into the game.

Echo: Do you foresee any weak points?
Thus far you have only informed me of the
teain 's strengths . At Quarterb ack , for
example , there seems to be inexperience at
back-up ; do you foresee a problem there?
Dolan : No, not really. Tom Cone who
transferred from UNH can throw the ball
quite well; Donny Bowman is starting to come
on strong and there is another freshman , John enthusiasm on the Campus?/ If there is, how
it affect your play as compared to the
Intravia , who threw the touchdown in the will
rather
dwindling spirit of year spast?
Boston State scrimmage.
Dolan:
There has always been a
Echo: How about defensively?
separation between the Football team and the
Dolan: At linebacker we are very strong .
rest of the campus. What we need is a better
Hadiaris and Stokes are the keys and comblend on campus , a blend that I feel has
prise two thirds of the corps , but Joe Lynch
won 't be with us this year due to a knee injury. ; already begun to form . With President Cotter
taking a candid interest in the team , a new
Hie coaches are looking for an inside backer
coach and the academic side of Colby
and righ t now there are .several possibilities
beginning to take time out to see us on
Chri s
including Charles McCormi ck,
Saturday;
the separation that has existed in
Carmosino and Peter Mitchell. At Defensive
the
past
has
started to close. Undoubtably, the
Tackle we're very strong with the foursome of
squad
will
follow
along and hopefully create a
John
Polimino
and
Eric Weeks, Jeff Dropo ,
situa tion that will he better for all the
1;
freshman Charles Cioyacco.
Echo: . So what you're telling me, George , parties concerned. We of course would rather
have it this way. You really need support on
is that the outlook for the squad is great and
there are few , if any, weakpoints that you can Saturday . But as I have said , it is a two-way
' ; ¦ ¦ ' ' ¦• ¦
street-we should follow suit arid support the
fore ee. y
w
other parts of campus. /' y y ; 'PP yp ^pP -f P P P
Dolan : Correct.
Echo:
The defense gave up. on the
Echo: , Are there any injury problems
average 26 points per game a year ago, What
thus far th at might hurt you or are there any
this year will change
that figure so positions that lack depth if the unfortuna te
¦
, " ¦¦' ' ' / ' : ' :/ '/ y occurs? / '¦> ¦'!. -;; : / " ;/ /; ''' ^'/: -y- '-PP ¦Ppy; Py - .P y< P
drastically? ' P
Dolan: In the Boston State scrimmag e
Dolnn: Depth is not a pr oblem right now,
held here at Colby this year the change was We have enough good ball-pl ayers who want
evident . /We held Boston State to under 30 to play and if someone does get hurt we are
percent total passing percentage and if you do corif iderit that we have both the people arid the
' to fill irimore tha n adequately.
that against any team , you're doing real well, humb eris
I feel that our biggest improvehient ~ on;
Echo
; Do you consider any,g ame this
//,
Defense has been against the pass. We have year , out&de your realrii? / PPPm :: ' : 'PP PPP P ",
always been strong against the run , h pp pppp p :
Dolan: No. I feel that we haveieight
„3cho: The eritt£ defensive backfield has gomes tha t if we play up to our capabilitie s
returned. Ami corr ect * ";-y P - p p p p yPprP and execute corrbctlyr we'll be in them t-H the
Dolan: They are all ihck arid the re/are a final whistle , But/theri again , on any given
lot of freshmen pushing them too. We have day it can be the reversal , but I don 't foresee
two kids , Tom McGillicuddy and Jef f Poradis it , I know that we hayo pra cticed hard , and
who will help us a lot , perhaps even step into we hove the bail-players that ore both 'gobd
, • - ' '
enough and smart enough to play the game on
thestarting line-up.
scrimmage
par
at
your
first
with any of our opponents. / 1 ? v
noticed
Echo: I
Echo. Yes, but what makes this year 's
that President COttcr was stalking the
sidelines. /With the President takin g an ^ ob- personnel so much better matched
;tha than the
t,;flrii_hed
vious interest in the squad; and with the ; ad- personnel of yearsi 'j ^;sY;;;^ms
;:
dition of a new football coach , is there a new ahead of you iri' the ' pastTy' y x ipp ,>¦- . ¦ " - • ,' .¦ 'y:

Possession returned , to Colby arid the offensive line put the pressure on. Rushing their
goalie 's, clear , Meyer drove the ball into;the
corner . The score w^ tied one all at the half.
' The Mules dominated thetorest of the contest
constantl y ;b^ting> UMF: the J ball. Maher
flicked in the winning goal, off one of Colby 's
twent y corners . The Mules had 19 shots , with
Sue Meyer being recognized for her offensive
leadersh ip arid hustle : .:// /
The following day Colby travelled to Vermont to meet Lyndon State ,; The garne was
well-played ; Colby penetrated their offensive
circle 22 times , had 18 short corners and took
12 shots on goal. Yet despite their "coritrol of
the~ game the Mule women were unabl e to
score ., '
With only four minu tes remainin g in the
game Lyndon was finally able to push past the
Mule defense and drive the ball jus t inside the
post. The final score was l-0,Lyndonf State.
Colby goalie Sara Bunnell had nine saves, and
deep defense , Carol Sly was commended for
her play. The next home game is Saturday at
1; 00, against UMO ;
p,. . Dolan: If you look at a couple of the other

teams , they have lost many starter s frorri last
year 's squads. ' Middlebury has lost 14 starters , Wesleyan has; lost 11, and Union

gradu ated their star ting quarterback from a
year ago. Most of the tear ris that we play have
lost at least half of their starters , basically
everyone frorri ^ a year ago. As I said before ,
this is Colby 's year. ' / ;
Echo : Even without the victories iri the
past thr ee years; the winning attitude is
:
present ? *y / ' " '-, •>; y ¦/ ¦'¦¦'
:P ' - P P ^ -:P '-p.
;
Dolan: Yes; very much so;
Echo:- Last year , the team compiled
approximately 60 penalties for 600 yards and
your opponents only committed 35 infractions
for just 300 yards; That is a hiige dispari ty,
orie that I am sure placed you in trouble many
a/time. Hpiv will the squad improve on this
figure? ,What was the cause and how will it be
changed to get these nurnbers back in line? , ")
'!:
Dolan: Overaggressiveriess. 1 / ;
Echo: That is kind of backd oor George ' . ¦• ¦; , Dolan: /We were yourig y and aggres sive
last year and this allowed us to make a lot of
stupid mistakes , mistakes tha t thia year 's
team will; not make . ' In the scririim age vs.
Boston State for example we had rib offsides^ no holdings , no illegal procedures offensively
speaking. There wasn 't one offensive penalty .
In other words ./We have 'done away with the
iri jenta l mistakes that have prey ed fa tal in the
'
!
¦

, past. . ::;: /; ;¦;; ;#/<y ;-yy Wi . y' j y *^./ ' ;-; . - , ; ' - . ;-y ;

///Echo: My final questio n hds pretty much
been covered duri ng this interview but allow
me to wrap up our ; dispussioriwiuYa rea listic
prediction from, you, You have already informed cmc thri tt a SOOz/seasbri " would be
somewhat of a disappointment ; so what do
you-forecast?- ^ '/' '/" /v^
•
Dolan: Y«i, I feel thnt wayi As I hriye said
before ,/if we;;execute ' properly arid ar e not
decimated with injuries then we should finish
on top in more than bur Shaveof ghmes^ / '¦; (-/

•V-^ '^ ' v ^vk '- 'tyJ^

."' ¦ ' v; ' * • ' ' ¦ " * ' ¦• ." * ' . '

I-Play

-

; by Bill McCartney
The sufccess of the "I-Play" intramural
program at Colby is essentially "a result of
student input ," comments prog ramDirector
Gene DeLorenzo. Competition in this year's
fall activities begins this week and prior to the
opening of the various seasons, DeLorenzo
took time to look back on the program he has
directed for the past two years., . / ¦•¦
"In the past," he notes, "iritramurals were
run by/ and for the fraternities. '- Before
DeLorenzo took control of the organization
"Inter Fraternity League"(I.F.L.) was the
program 's official .distinction . Due to this
entitling, DeLorenzo believes many students
Qshied away from the program. He remarks:
""when I took over my initial task was to
change the name in order to get as many
people involved as possible."
By changing the program's appellation to
"I-Play," DeLorenzo notes that he took the
chance of alienating the fraternities. For. tunately since he believes the frats constitute
"the bulk of the program," such alienation as
he feared did not occur. "Because there are
various leagues which help differentiate
according to ability the fraternities continue
to be in competition almost solely among
themselves."
According to DeLorenzo, reasons for the
program's success are simple : the students
involved, "especially the student com/ - N missioners," do an excellent job. "At the
^ 'outset of the season, I meet. with the commissioners and go over what's expected of
them. From there on, Qiey do the bulk of the
work."
One problem which DeLorenzo perceives in
the "I-Play " program is the lack of wide
spread female involvement. "I'd like to see
more women participating," he comments.
"Some of them are scared off and that's unfortunate.

Newsideline faces this fall (L-R) head football coach Tom Kopp, Women's .soccer coach Steve Knight ,
¦ Photos by J on Greenspan and Frank Howell
Women's tennis coach Pam Dwinnel
When questioned as to the possibility of
intramural participation counting towards
Colby 's physical education requirement
DeLorenzo elaborates on several problems
involved in such a procedure. "The main
difficulty; is statistical ," he remarks. "In
other words how do you equate credit?" He
also refers to the problems in keeping track of
attendance. "Such a step would require a fulltime paper work job and this would limit the
number of sports offered. Finally, he adds,
that the basic nature of the intramural
program would be hurt by so many statistical
necessities: "I-Play" if "I-Play "is for fun. "
Sports offereoTHuring the fall seasorfare
touch football soccer cross-country volleyball
and water polo. In closing, DeLorenzo notes
that all new ideas are welcome. The key to a
new offereing being student input.

Sports Shorts
Compiled by Debbie Fanton

c>

OLYMPIC TRAINER

OF TRAINERS

Carl Nelson, Colby's Director of health
services, was appointed by the Lake Placid
Olympic Organizing Committee as supervisor
to a staff of 14 therapists assigned to the
Olympic Athletic Therapy Clinic. Having
served as head trainer for U.S. teams at the
1972 Winter Olympics in Sapporo, Japan/and
at the 1976 Winter Olympic games in Innsbruck, Austria, the 1980 games will be
Nelson's third association with the event.
Among others elected to the Olympic Therapy
staff include trainers from Bowdoin and the
University of Maine at Orono. .__ '_._ •„
Paul G. Spillane, Jr7,"a 1979 graduate of Colby
College was drafted by the Oakland Athletics
of Professional Baseball. Paul is currently
playing on their double-AA farm club in
. Modesto, California ,
// -

ALL COLLEGE SQUASH TOURNAMENT

0>. On Saturday and Sunday, October 13th and
14th, there will be an all-College Squash
Tournament f or any student or f aculty
member Interested.
No experience is
necessary and , any one who is interested in
trying out for the Varsity team is encouraged.
For more inf ormation, please contact either
Cliampo Fisher or Glen Coral at extention 556.

OPEN EVERY NIGHT ' ' '
FRI . & SAT , NIGHTS

; -TIL 1 am
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MAINE ATHLETE DOMINATES FOOTBALL SQUAD
Approximately one-third of the 1979 football
team at Colby College will be athletes from
Maine. In addition the squad will be sporting
helmets with a new logo, replacing the horseshoeof years past..; NO I.D.: NO GAME
Students are urged to observe the schedules i
posted in the fieldhouse to check what time
the areas of the building are reserved for
athleticteams and classes. Also, the athletic
department requests that all students carry
their I.D.'s with them for all sporting events.
It is also important to bring the I.D. when
using fieldhouse facilities.
SOCCER MANAGER NEEDED
The Championship Mule Soccer Team
needs a team manager. If you would like to
help the team this season please contact
Coach Marc Serdjenian or Jamie Hansman
(Ext.;' 8-29814) . Duties include helping the
.team pick-up their equipment as well as
accompanying the team to all their away
games. ..One semester Physical Education
credit will be given and because ,of locker
room restrictions males are preferred.

Women's Tennis Bolster Attack
Lately, the game of tennis has been
dominated by the young and this year's story
at Colby is a similar one. There are seven
Freshmen on this year's squad,- including the.
first three single spots. The combination of
this new talent and the return of many
veterans from last year's team, make Colby a
serious threat to dominate Women's tennis in
Maine this season. Last year, the netters
placed second in the State Championship held
here at Colby.
Pam Dwinnell is the new girl's coach this
fall. Aside from coaching Colby's team, Pam
is also a tennis instructor at Capital Tennis in
Augusta. She succeeds Marjorie Bither who
coached many successful Colby tennis teams
¦,
in the past.
Playing number one for Colby is Maura
Shaughnessy, a native of Framingham,
Massachusetts. She compiled an excellent
record while playing number one on her high
school squad for four consecutive years. At
the number two slot, is Brigid McCarthy ; her
hometown San Francisco, California. She

holds, the distinction of playing on the Men's
Varsity team at her high school. Another
Freshman, Wendy Wittels, plays in the
number three position. She was ranked in
Vermont's 16and under girl's division.
-¦ Looking at the veterans, Sara Crisp, after a
year away is once again on the team and
playing number four. The human backboard,
Gretchen Huebsch is back again for her fourth
straight year and playing number five. The
number one doubles combination is comprised of senior Mo Flint, and the hard hitting
Martha Oaks, a veteran of two years. Two"
new members of the squad are Sophmore Sue
Winslow and Freshman Brerida Sheider who
together make up the number two doubles
team. Both girls played number one for their
respective high schools.
The remainder of this year's team is made
up of Kim Booth, a Pomona exchange
student; returning netters Ellen Huebsch,
Lilla Duffy, Bev Nalbandian, and Freshwomen Jaquie Passan, Karba Peterson, and
Nancy Raynor.

WomenNetters_ Sp lit

by Andy Goode
in
u.m.u. s great singles piay
difference
was
.
The Women's Varsity Tennis Team opened
only
lost one of five matches.
they
where
their season with a pair of matches this past
had Colby's only singles
Shaughnessy
Maura
week versus the University of Maine at Orono. win as she defeated U.M.O.'s Kris Everett 6-1,
In their first meeting the Mules, who were
Brigid McCarthy lost to
drubbed twice last year by U.M.O., came out 6-4. At number, two,
3-6.
. Colby's numb er th ree,
Pam
Cohen
3-6,
on top 5-2.
Wendy Wittels, fell to Jakie Bucken 6-7, 4-6;
Highlights of the match included Brigid Sara Crisp lost a long and close match to
McCarthy's victory over last year's State U.M.O.'s Amy Stanto 4-6, 6-7. And U.M.O.'s
Collegiate Singles champion, Pam Cohen.
Sue Black defeated Kim Booth 6-3, 6-3.
Also, Wendy Wittels picked apart her opIn doubles, where Colby's great depth really
ponent with her polished backcourt and net shows, the number one tandem of Mo Flint
garne. At number five, Colby 's Gretchen and Martha Oaks won 6-3, 7-6 over Leslie
Huebsch outlasted her opponent with some Phillips and Kathy Curnick. With similar
very consistent play..
names and games Colby's second doubles
In the rematch of the two clubs this past team of Gretchen Huebsch and Ellen Huebsch
Tuesday at Colby, the U.M.O. girls gained wailed on U.M.O.'s Jean Sylvester and Sue
revenge as they squeaked out a 4-3 win. The Meldon 6-l,6-l.
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Crib Notes

An nouncements
Is your room cluttered with empty bottles
and cans? Get rid of them 2-5 Sundays at
Roberts (next to the entrance to the dining
hall) for a full refund.
The CEC will continue to recycle papersthis
year. Don't throw your old newspapers away.
Put them in the metal CEC recycling boxesin
mbstdorms. •
As a reminder to those who signed up, the
trip to the ' Gilsland Farm Audobon
Headquarters will leave Saturday, Sept. 29 at
1212:30. The following Friday, Oct. 5, there
will be a cidering at Professor Hpgendorn's
house.
For further information, check the CEC
bulletin board. If'you have any questions
regarding CEC activities contact Steve
Stearns, ext. 56i.

Kick off a great year with the Colby
Women's Group! Our first "getacquainted" event is scheduled for this
coming Thursday, Oct. 4 at 6:30 pm in the
Wadsworth Gym. Some of the most talented
"athletes " of the Colby Faculty and Staff will
take on the students in the volleyball game of
the century. There will be a' -party in Roberts
following this unprecendented event for
members and anyone interested in becoming
a part of the Women 's Group. If you would like
to participate in any way, call Sfeph Vrattos ,
X515.

Walker Scholarship and French Government Scholarship Fund Grants are made by
the Committeeon Foreign Study and Student
Exchange programs. Application forms can
be obtained from Professor Cauz, '329
Lovejoy, and must be handed in prior to
stated deadlines.
All COOT leaders and trip members are
asked to attend a meeting on Monday,
October 1, on Second floor Roberts, at 6 pm.
The meeting :\vill consist of discussion,
electionof Officers arid a slide show.
A "Student Primary Emergency Care
Service" (SPECS) has been established on
the Colby campus. Anyone who is side or
injured or is a witness to such a situation and
needs assistance should call the infirmary at
extension 231or call the emergencyextension
347. After you call the health center student
EMT or an ambuulance will be radio
dispatched to your location, as the nurse
.deenisnecessary. ; . ;
A meeting will be held for the Teacher
Education Advisory Committee on Wednesday, October 3rd at 3:15p.m. The meeting;
which willtake place in Room 129 Waterville
Senior High School, will include an evaluation
of the recommendations of the visitation
team. In addition, various policy and course
changes will be discussed.
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HAPPY HOUR

5-7 : .

Oct 2-4

With Ms. Carol Houde and Dr. Lewis
Lester, clinical psychologists.
Also scheduled are speakers, films, and
discussions on nutrition, assertiveness,
weight control, rape, mens' health/ and
womens' health. Suggestions and questions
should be directed to Jane Schwartz at ext.
245.
There will be an IFC party at Phi Delta
Theta tomorrow night (Friday, September
28). Please bring Colby ID's.

A represen tative of the Graduate School of : <
Buiinesi Adminf slratlain wIll be dn 'campm ,
Monday, October I , to dlicuti the Duke
MM program . Interetltd undent! may . • '
obtain further Information by contacting
the Career Plu ming Office,

. -
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MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
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"BIG SCREEN"
PRIZE GIVEAWAYS
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KBrMW MEMORI AL WIVE ;
PIZZA - ITALIANS
;" • /: - , ROAST- BEEF'.y ¦ ' • ' •
5REE DELIV ERY
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$ 10 ^

' For sale: Karman Ghia, great gas mileage,
/|
$600. Call 872-7033.
¦
'
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WMHB is looking for a Colby person with
strong interests in radio electronicsto become
our new Chief Engineer. If you would like to
find out about getting the FCC Second Class
License and becoming a vital part of WMHB,
contact Karen Pfeiffer at extensibh 536 or
come up to the station on 3rd floor Roberts
and talk to her there. ";
Anyone interested in playing Paddle Tennis
on a pn.ee a week basis this f-dl (The court is
downtown.) Contact Jay Moddy: Box 1049 or
' '
872-6077.

The "Student Primary Emergency Can
System " (SPECS) would like to compile a lis
Df all EMT' §, CPR instructors ; first aid in
structors , and other first aiders on the Colbj
lampus . Please drop a note to SPECS, Bo.
157, with your name and qualifications.
Lost: One gold ring -with two diamonds and
a gold watch with Spidel band. Great sentimental value , both are family heirl ooms.
Anyone with any info please call third floor
Johnson , X 537. No Questions Asked!

:v Religions
Friday; Sept. 28
Saturday , Sept. 29

Sunday , Sept. 30

Colby Christian Fellowsh ip, 7 PM
Chapel Lou nge
Lorim er Chapel Choir Rehearsal
11 AM . Chapel

9:45 AM Catholic Mass

Lorime r Chapel
10:30 AM Bagel Breakfast
^Roberts Dining Hall
(Hillel Elections and
surP"'se progr am)
v .. ._
_ - -AM
11
Morning Worshi p
;
Lorime r Chapel
- . #t M . .
6 PM Catholic Mass

Wednesday, Oct. 3

tel . 873-4040

_-_-_r_-----M^f3_--H_---r_i

Sept 28-29

TECHNIQUES FOR EFFECTIVE
STUDYING AND TIME MANAGEMENT

ART & CRAFT SUPPLIES

jf K ma ll

_^__^__B_*f

A discussion with Jane Schwartz, health
associate, with question and answer time in
Dana Lounge at7:00 pm on October 3.

STRATEGY GAMES

..

' ^^^^^ |U- cuo , yJ^^^^^ H

There will be a meeting on Sunday, September 30, at 7:00 p.m. in the Eustis Lounge
for all those interested in forming a Colby
College Cheering Squad. This includes
(instruments)
students with
music
background and students who want to just use
their mouths.

'.-'¦' BIRTH CONTROL WORKSHOP

MODEL HOBBY
&
SUPPLIES

_fP_ ^ ^ fJf ^ HflH
b ^0
-¦

If you're looking for an off-campus Jan Plan
, come to Eustis 205. Every year dozens of
institutions, groups, and individuals write to
Colby with January offerings. Much of this
year's material has comein and is available
in the Jan Plan office.

The Health center will sponsor a series of
Health Education events this semester to be
organized by the clinical psychologists;the
health associate, and the Womens health task
force. These will be held on Wednesday
evenings at 7:00 in various locations on
campus. The events are operi to trie entire
Colby community and the public. Some of the
coming events are:

MAKE JFK HOBBY TOUR HQ's FOR

l » i • V^Hj
HHm 1 f |
.^^

, Do you enjoy reading poetry? - or listening
to poetry being read? Cultural Life would like
to set up a monthly poetry reading group,
feJaturing a different poet or group of poets at
each meeting. The first reading-willbe on
Wed., October 3 at 7:30p.m., in the Smith
Room, Roberts. This month is a free for all,
so we'll take anything from Spencer to Sadof f.
If you would like to read, please call Brenda
at ext. 515. All students and professors are
welcome!

HEALTH EDUCATION EVENTS

8:15 PM Chapel Service Committee
39 Pleasant St.
Catholic Mass 6 PM

All Crib Notes and Annou ncements must be submitted to the ECHO
office in Roberts Union before Monday evening.

.'"Ma^fe
itwill
go

V- :awa^ / .
The five most
dangerous words
in the English .
language.

^jneman
Gaticer
Soc^

We wa pt /y • ¦ .,'

locurc cancci' /x y
in your lifetime. '

COm/ WT LEtS WEARERS :
. save Money on YourbrAnd Name
hard and sof t lens supp lies.send
f o r f ree illustra ted catalog.-

':;
'" . - . : ,

CONTACLENSSUPPLY'CENTER
/
341 E. Qmelback

rli iWl li'
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ITALIAN
RESTAURANT
WostRlvorRoadot PlnoRldgo;VVatorv !llo872.9775 ^
.

-

featurin g $etif w
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Mastetclior ge and Visa
accepted;* ;; r .
LUNCHEON SPECIALS DAILY
:
A ;.>%V:J !W^
DAILY HAPPY HOUR
¦
FROM 12 NOON-6 P.M.
S__i / ,':
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The CAREER PLANNING LIBRARY and
SIGI are open until 8:30 every night f or your
convenience.
Interested in a HEALTH CAREER? The
Maine Medical Center in Portland announces
a Health Career Fair, with over 20 different
health areas represented. Held from 8:30 am
to 12:30 pm, it will include slide shows,
displays, and much more.... Sign up Lovejoy
110if you are interested in carpooiing. "
RESUME DEVELOPMENT " and INTERVIEWING WORKSHOPS will be held in
November. Watch for dates! ;

JUNIORS AND SENIORS . The Washington
Post has -announced their Summer NEWS
PROGRAM for .1980. A great internship fareporting, NOW in Lovejoy 110.

Workshop .on VALUES CLARIFICATION
and SKILLS IDENTIFICATION will be held
on October 3rd at 2:30 in Lovejoy 205. Helps
pinpoint your personal,needs in a profession
and the skills you have acquired while in
college. Identify how your Colby experience
can be put to use in the job market. The first
step in targeting where you'd like to be next
year, and how to write a resume. This
workshop will be held again on October 24th at

'
¦

14 George C. Scott
film
15 Taunted
16 Former N.Y. catcher
Howard , for short
17 Famous Elys£e
occupant (2 wds.)
20 N.Y.. governor before Rockefeller
21 '
Manifesto ,
1854 declarat ion
22 Alibi guys
23- Suffix for major
or usher
24 F.ine fiddles
27 Three cheers

DOWN
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The Amos Tuck School
of Business Administr ation

Recruiters-Interviewers on campus the week
of Oct. 1st are:
¦
'
' ¦

Dartmouth College • Hanover, N. H.-

-,

' .. '

. .:

x

¦¦
Duke ' ¦ ¦"¦ .'

. - ' ..

MBA
MBA
Amos Tuck
' Diplomacy
Fletcher
Marines
Marines
Univ. Maine Law y
Christian Service Corps
(like Peace Corps)

y.

;

reference from that employer now. Find out
more about opening a file and getting
references in Lrovejoy 110. - . "._

. . ..

6:00 pm.

«: 36. Sleuth on the
1 Bunker , for short
12 Potter 's need
2 Chuckle"
Orient Express
13 Tournament ..term
3 Shirley Temple 's ex 18. Fondness
41
split
4 Guam,to the United 19 Batma n 's city
42.Singer Smith or
States
.Actress Love
23 Big name in
5 Candy fillings
43 . Permitted
stationery
6 Painter Bonheur,
44 Put
to (stop)
24- Aquarium growth
et al.
45 Breakfast dish
25 Confers
. 7 Arithmetic process 26 Love , Italian style 46 Change In Trieste,
(abbr. ) '
47 Wise
owl
27 -r- City , S'.D.
8 Sheriff Taylor 's
48 Light bul b,a la
28
pushers
aunt
comic strips .
29 Atlanta university
9 Inhabitants of Dr. 30 Endangers 5749 Khartoum ' s river ¦ Moreau 's is land
50 Privy to (2 wds. )
Ac ross 's visit
10 Remove by dis32 Mind one 's
q 's 51 IRS workers (abbr.)
solving
53 Zhivago and Kildare
33 Tact
(a bbr.)
11 Everybody : Ger.
35 Tax criminal

'

Did you h ave a great summer j ob? If so, get a

collegia te crossword

ACROSS ,
"
'\
1 At the drop of
5 Zodiac crustacean
9 Bills

.

SENIORS/- There are great MEDICAL
RESEARCH opportunities for 1-3 years With
Harvard Medical School or for the summer
with the Hartfore Hospital in Connecticut.
More information in Lovejoy 110.

Men and women seekini;
EDUCATION FO R' MANAGEMENT
'are invited to discuss the

.v

Oct. 1st
Oct. 3rd
Oct. 3rd
Oct. 4th
Oct. 5th
Oct: 5th

Sign up for interviewsin Lovejoy 110.

TUGK MBA
¦

' '¦ '•. ' • ". .with/- - -. . " . ' ¦' . _ ¦
"
Elizabeth Day
Assistant Director of Admissions
Wednesday,. October 3'
Career Planning Office
*'
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28 What 27-Across
./" ; inspires
31 Detroit clunker
.32- —cake
'33 Showroom ' model ,¦ for
short 34- Successor- to
' 17-Across (2 wds.)
37 Give it '

38 Carly Simon 's
"You 're So —-"'

39 Illusion-creating
paintings ..(2-wds.)
40 Opposite" of WWW./

41 Radio frequency . ¦
42 Jack and Sunday ¦.- '_...'
43 ,Alan or Cheryl •
44 Prefix for space45 Girl in. "The / ¦/
¦ Graduate " . -. -,¦/- ' " ' <
:
;
48 Sleeplessness
52 Val .ery —— . successor to" 34-Across
¦
54 Amber waves - of -—
55 Italian Renaissance
y.pa inter" •
56 Congeal
57;.Edmund. Gwenn role¦¦ - .
58 Marquis de —~ ¦" ';.
' ¦'"' ' '
59 ^Itches

THE
FREE GREAT ESCAPE.
Solution on page 4
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KeepRed Cross
ready.
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, , 872-5000
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BLOODY MARY BRUNCH - S UNDA Y l2-2p.m.' • ':> / ^fc^
SERVING FOOD 'TIL LAST CALL (12:30 a.m.) ' / A .
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4:00 p.m.
, 7:3'Sp.nL
10:10p.m.
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¦
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Arrive

Depart
Round Trip
One-Way
To
7.10
13.50
1:47p.m.
i ' Rwtland
|i .Boston
1:47p.m.
jq ^jq
38 Q0
1:47p.m.
Hartford 31igo
SS.90
1
1:47p.m.
78.10
Mew York 41.10
(Prices subject to change ) .
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You dream about it at night... the day you
can close your books , get out of t his place and
forge t about studying for awhile.
Well , the Great Escape.is here... this
r
weekend , with Greyhound. Escape to the
coun try or go see som e friends. Just decide
which escape rou t e you want and we'll do
the rest.
, We'll get you out of town and away from the
books so you can clear your head. It doesn 't cost
much and it'll do you a world of good.
§o mak Q the Great Escape this weekend...
with Greyhound .

'
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We Students
And()u f Educ€tiioH
We join Dick Sinapi in the caU for a "sober eval^tibn of the real quality of
education at Colby; .'- . The college is at a significant juncture ;New leadership is stepping
in and new directions and priorities are being set . Now is the time for the evaluation of
;
"
v
" - .'
a Colby education.
.. - .
.^ ' ' . ~ v " -' ' ' ¦ ¦ ' ' .
Mark Twain once said , "I never let schooling interfere with my learning. "
Colby students now halve to ask , "Are we letting schooling interfer e, with our learning? "
wfll lead to real improvements in the quality of a Colby education. First , in the process
of the evaluation , we all have to quit playing the game of "success" long enough to examine
our own educat ion horiestly-ribt in ternis of credit Hour s and. test scores , but rafter in ter ms
of our own lives, hopes, and dreams. It is in this¦ broader context that Sinapi is talking about
:
¦ '.
' -,:. . ' -.: y- ' :' " ' ; -" ~ ' : '-. : /'.:' .
education.
PP -*. y ' y ' yl
Seron d, as students we must organiz e ourselves and take the lead in assessing
and improvin g the learning process here at Colby. We can complain all we.want , but only if
the students act collectively and with determination can . we provide the force that is necesy
sary for brin ging about real change here at Colby.
>
c
It is time for students to make this their college and their education. Sinapi
us.
Now
it
is
our
turn.
example
for
all
of
.
:-/
has set an

€&tter^sFw^
The ECHO is hrip ressed with President Cotter 's interest in issues such, as the / /
Colby curriculum and the diver sity of the stude nt body. He appears to 6e both: perceptive; ;
and fair and we look forward to the leadership of an impartial and deUberate decision-maker
. . . ... . But perhaps our most pleasing observation is Cotter 's effort to parti cipate in tlie
daily activities and concerns of the Colby commiihity. Fr omhis weekend ret reat to his attendence of sporting events and dorm parties , he is out meeting students . Before school
started he held a weekend conference for alumni leader s/And if the schedule for the Inauguration is any indication , it seems he's going to try to meet everyone this .weekehd .
7y^
' ¦ ' ¦ ' As a result of Cotter 's concern over important campus issues, his availability,
his visabfl ity and his congenial manner , he is fast proving himself an -htegral part of the
r
*
college community.
:;
It is ir onic that a man from the cor pora te world may b e the one to lead Colby
out of bureaucracy and traditional organizational priorities into a community atmosphere
where people come first ;
Cotter ^ has taken the first steps in improvin g communication here . We hope
st uden t s, faculty, administrators and staff will follow his lead.

Colby Northwest

From The Editor

The arrival of . President Cotter marks ; last word ). We encourage letters to the editor
the beginning of a new era .at Colby. Oppor r as well as student commentaries on subjects
tunities
for / change;
in
the of interest to the Colby community ;
academic ,social,and cultural life on campus " I have-invited Chip Hauss-to pres ent Ws
will be available as our president begins to views concern ing last semester's Spring
take a serious look at Colby/and where the ' Carnival incident oh the back; page
for /an d I
this spai ^ * faculty
riraei
^e
ike
to
college is going in the next few-years.
would
l
in IradewWp are •
Mirrorln ig^si/bhange ;
bpiiuoh aiid/reflecti oh;if there is sufficient
some alterat ions in ECHO which we hope will / / interestllt is ahb ppbr tunity for professors to
Improve the quality of "diir production. The , ; voice ;tteir views
most obvious changes f rom last semester are /students Pmoxe ^aee
, (rt/ fa(^lty ieeUiig on
the new masthea d and section headings which K imiw-taht issu^;::^^ ^
¦
" for
believe Svill add a sense of continuity to tiie , / ' /The - EJCHP , ^
Edtto r -m- Chief
. / y ' -:; '> /;. .yy// : weper
.y
;
pa
A
closer
will
¦ *¦ ' ¦ ¦
inspection of the ECHO
yiompjeteiri ^
'' ' . ' ' ' '¦ ',
.
Christopher C. Morrill
reveal that our/column are now justified oh / week. I/ha ye; tremendous
the , right hand P margins;an. ; impr ovement; yMf f and ;;^^
¦¦ ' ' ¦/ ' ' -/¦
made
possible by the Guy Gannett Publishin g - jfquality ; college /hevra paper ^ i. ;. ovie¦/ special
Manag ing Editor
P
'
Executive Editor p : p PP ppP: p
' .
'
Company, which donate d a typesett ing out put '# thanks • to Bill /iTa ylor rtmd/ vJohn sHobper
Lucy P . Nichols
;'. •- ,/J ane - , E. - Ekl und ^. - f' '/ . ^
device and keyboard to our operation .
y flrontTythe: ' ^an^ett ^PubUshi ng j; Coffjp an y,
The
paper
's
format
is
baisi(M
¦
Uy
the
saine
is
/[Earl SmM ^ ^
News.Editor
Features Editor : y - .; // . • ¦: ' ¦'"' . -'¦'
^ [If ^sperM ^5 heed^'s their
;we:fefil
ed
rather
;
last
semester
;~
that
s throu gh; • whiih
it/work
¦. "./¦ ¦
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Elisabeth R. Ober
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sTo the Editors:
This letteryor , as it were, statement is
by the way not intended especially for the
'editors ,' as they are generally 'the usual
gang of idiots.' It is meant for all those who
have not yet even heard about the great
Seabrook , N.H. anti-death occupation which
shall commence under a fall moon on the
evening of Frida y, Oct. 5.
W ell, now that you all have heard about it;
it's now time to head down to your nearest
anti—nuclear madness recruit ing office
which is room 111 Cobur n to find out many
more important , exciting, and trul y excru ciatin g details.
*
us over any more.
Let' s not let them f
Let's shut down Seabrook on Oct. 6!
Very antin uclear ly yours ,
Shau n Sut ner

s

To TheStu dentsy /
In a recent conversation with President
Cotter the word " unity " popped up severiil
times. (President Cpttw
for
some iirtity among the students , faculty and¦
atoihi ^ati i^" The infighting must end ! -// '
As Public Information Chair pers on of
Colby 's Student Association I have decided to
direct my attention towards student unity. It
is important to; realize thai with a new
President there will be a total re-evaluation of
Colby life. Change is no dbubt imminent. The
key to any changes that may occur in the next
year is in the hands of the students if, that is
yvewantif cp p[ . ' -> ' "/• ' - /"•' ;¦ ' ; . /. .' ' ¦ ¦/ ¦ ' '
The studentsi of Colby College must identify
a common'cause a goal.
We must look closely
at /^ the issues and -: make some decisions.
Whether it tbe/ with regard / to curriculum ,
housing, fraternities or social lifeihestudents
and^onlyr thie . students mu£t decae! ¦What do
we want Colby to be? J ' : ;¦ vy : y " " \ " ; / //
Upon identifying our goal we must act. I do
not mean to advocate pr otests or boycotts but
rather constructive group activities. Show up
at a Student Association, attend an open
forum , attend a concert or sporting event—we
y - v. ¦ . ;- ' . . .; " . "
must act! . /
.
No longer can we afford to point our fingers
at 'apathetic students ' , 'uninterested faculty '
or 'unseen administrators. ' The College, and
more specifically the students , has the opportunity to red efine its image. So let's go to
it! ! '
Sincerely,
Matt Donahue
Public Informa tion Chairperson
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¦ 'There was no real conflict. They said their
piece arid we said ours ," recalled John
Villeux.
Professor Charles Bassett said, he sat
"wide-eyed." It was his first meeting and he
claimed that "in your first meeting you don 't
start bangin g the table ." A
Everybod y I talked to agreed tliat it' was
informal , informative , and candid . It went
smoothly partly because cf President Cotter 's
apparent ability to work with and respond to
many different people, and partly because he
is oh his ''hone¦ ymoon''¦ ¦ with the Colby community ; ;; / ' ' . : ://: ' ¦;. ' ;
- y,- .- - .

. b y Jeremy Beale
So it was a cozy weekend meeting. And,
appropriately enough for those of us who
spent the weekend wondering how we were
going to: complete all the assignments we had. thanks : to the generosity of the faculty and the
dreams of grandeur of theBoa rd of Truste es or for those df you who engaged in the savage
sophistication of the frat parties , the meeting
, ¦
was called¦' a" . ". retreat
¦¦ . ' ¦"
. - ' -¦
. "s ¦ ' •
.

.

¦' Our student representatives had brought a
proposal calling for a redu ced workload.
"People were reading the proposal and
smiling at it. It had come up before/' said

Veilleux when reporting back to the Student
Association Executive Committee.
They all grouched about the fraternities
(how dull it would be without the frats to rag
on) and agreed that "somethin g had to be
done , and everyone admitted that the nature
of the student body had to be diversified (be
v
prepare d for little green men).
But no actual decisions seem to have been
made or thought . pre ssingly necessary. It
seems, in fact , that the meeting was a rather
bland event.
Maybe the tone of the , event was appropri ate; for Colby. It was designed for two .
reasons : to let President Cotter know -where
people are coming ' from (nowhere in particular ) , arid to see if anyone had any
horrendous gripes (SURPRI SE :mo one had ).
Though there is a lot of complaining at
Colby most people are too complacent to do
anything. Everyone must know this and accept is as part of the game because it seems
that we are predictable / For example, the
first issue of the campus college bulletin , the
CURRENT , - had an article on the
retreat.The article reported who was there
and what was talked about. Unfortunately the
CURRENT came out the week before the
retreat. (What would have happened If the
student representatives had boycotted the
talks until the demand for a thorough bok at
the curriculum was taken seriously enough to
be properly considered*? ).
But perhaps the pr emature article was a
real timesaver. Maybe no one went to the StuA, meetin g to prepare for the retreat because
the retrea t was alread y " old news, " On the
other hand , did you see , any screaming sign
about the meeting? The great Colby chorus of
" who cares... " isechoingon.
Which makes one just wonder , in rega rd to
tho Student Association , what exactly they
see as being their part in the game?
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interesting your studies can be and how
creative and imaginativeyou are. You'll still
have trouble.. You'll stilT*come.to see- mesaying you're haying troablewith Professor . X's course. DonT asksine;-ask your fellow
students. Work together in 'trying to master ,
the material in your courses. Ask yourselves questions like those !just posed. You'll learn more and probably have more fun doing it. "
And, challenge your teachers. If you .
that arrangement here. But you could get disagree with what a, teacher says in class, '
together with a group of your friends and take say so, making your argumenfas carefully
(and tactfully) as possible:In so doing, you'll your teacher to lunch. Brown bag lunches are
learn
the 'material better and ,\\if my exif
you
dull, and the Spa food is expensive. And,
perience as both a student and teacher is any
don't have to eat twenty-one meals a week
there, the food at Seller's isn't bad at all. In indication, you'll probably get more attention
and support from'the professor.
other words, most of us would be glad to
Read-I know you think you do enough of this
come and talk about courses or anything
already.
Still,jtt ywould do you all good to "do
important to you.
Use Jan Plan and Pass-Fail Wisely- Both some more. For $10.00a semester, you can get
can be used to experiment. Because these,are the daily Ne\v_York Time'sAnd for no money at"
all, a professor will gladly suggest enjoyable
non-graded programs there really isn't much
'
and stimulating books that.can help you get
risk involved in trying new, possibly
threatening courses. If you're a government more out of yourcourses/Tn my own case,"! /
can think of literally hundreds'of novels andmajor, try environmental chemistry or
Russian literature in translation. Use your memoirs that you would enjoy.arid heljyyou
Jan Plans to find out if you like computer understand the material we cover in class.
Experiment- Above all else, as everyone is
programming or modern dance. You may find
so
foncLof saying, collegers a time to develop «
vou don't but you'll be exposed to new ideas at
yourselves.' But,^ou can only do that if you
least some of which you'll find appealing.
try new- things and take advantage ,of- the -^
Learn Actively-As we did, those many
years ago, ask yourself how your studies are opportunities available to you. Go see a good film arid talk about it. This week,for example,
relevant-they probably are. My students, for
example, should constantly ask themselves there are ' three provocative . films in "~
"Breakirig Away," "The Seduction of Joe
how their studies in European
politics help them understand governmental Tynan," and "Bread and Chocolate," all of :
problems here. It's -not hard , for me -to which are worth thinking and talking about/ . '
Go to the concert Friday night , and if you find
imagine similar questions for other courses,
you
don't like classical music ask yourself
and you can do the same. What can I learn
why.
If you're in favor'of "nuclear-power, talk . '
about another culture as I study its language?
How and why is Japanese culture so different with and listen to the students and faculty
,of the .
from our own? " How do geological structures members who oppose the construction
_ ' " _ , '' ._ '—
help me understand the problems we have Seabrook plant. ,
Quite clearly, these ideas are rio.cure-allfor- finding more oil? s How"do theories of
Colby
's ills. I may not have even'done a good .
organizational behavior help me understand
^ .< ills ..yt hemy
job - of identifying , \.,the
the byzantine politics of Colby College?..
'
Similarly, I aTwaysfound it stimulating to selves.Furthermbre, there is no way to make your .entire education or, your personal
draw connections betweenthe courses I
took, How does the material you 're learning in development a smooth and totally pleasant
mathematics help you understand the process.-Still, I suspect that if we all ti^ed at _
statistical material your economics professor leastsome of the suggestions I've made here,'
presents? How do the works of Zola, Dickens, Colby would be a better place to study of;
~ - ~.
y
or Dostoevsky help you understand the teach at.
^
I look forward .to your reactions to my
histories of the countries they lived in? How
~
analysis and suggestions. And, if I think you '
do styles of art reflect political situations of a
should
challenge your teachers, why not start\
given period?
(
If you do this, you'll be surprised at how with me.
- - -*_- "
j

Colby t It's What Yoii Make It
There is something paradoxical about the
start of this academic year. On the one hand,
this weekend's inauguration of President
Cotter marks the beginning of-a period of
transition, for Colby. Most students and
teachers I know are looking forward to the
reflection and reform that he ahead.
On the other hand, those of us who were
-.here last spring enter this year rather warily.
I've sensed a certain dissatisfaction with the
Colby curriculum and life here in general ever
since I came here for an interview nearly five
years ago. Last year, however, those
criticisms reached a peak during spring
carnival week when everything seemed to go
wrong. The "pie-in-the-eye"program
alienated most of , my colleagues. Three
- faculty members were assaulted at a
generally disgusting "gong show." The annual bonfire nearly turned into a tragedy.
Above all else, here was a deep malaise that
we began to hash out at the all-campus
meeting.
I'd like to take this opportunity to discuss
; some of my ideas about the malaise and what
can be done to improve Colby life as we enter
the "Cotter years." Before I do, though, I
should mention four things to keep in mind as
you read (or don't read) the rest of this
column.
"First , obviously, I write from the perspective of a feculty.member. I do not and
cannot understand all the ins and outs of
<- student life. Therefore, I think it would be
presumptous of me to suggest improvements
in anything but the intellectual side of Colby ~
life.

Second, my analysis is not based on
professiona l observa tion. I spent a lot of time
listening to students and have some training
as a partici pant observer. But , my remarks
are hardly _ the product of what I'd call
research.
Third , in another arti cle in today 's ECHO ,
Dick Sinapi outlines an intriguing proposal for
reforming our curric ulum.While I do think
some changes are needed , I'm working on the
assumption that things will stay as they are ,
since, as many of you know I'm somewhat
cynical*, and because I fear much of the
malaise.will remain no/matter . what we do to
. . . the curriculum ;//.- ' ¦r ''.:P : P t - PpS ': ;' : / y - r ' - - "p- /
Finally, I will be rather critical , ol Coilby
students. Don't take that to mean that I
dislike either you or Colby. In fact , I've spent
the four best years of my life here. While I've
enjoyed the freedom the college has given me
<3o improve .'my. teaching arid pursue / rhy
research interests , nothin g has been more
enjoyable or profitable than the hours I've
spent with students
¦¦ inside and outside of'the
classroom. -. '/-/ . ' ¦!; '•' ' ". ", " ¦"'/ :• ' "
To some extent , the five course load and our
short semesters contribute to the malaise. I
think that we would all do a better job without
sacr ificing our stan dards if we adopted a four
course program , Nonetheless I fear that the
roots of the malaise go far deeper than the
structure of our curriculum and believe that it
would survive any reform we devise. /
To put it as bluntly as possible, the typical
student' s attitude toward his or her education
makes some kind of malaise inevitable .
Unlike a lot ol my colleagues ,"' ' I rarely comof work you do. I do
plain about the amount do
^complain about how you it. You tend toy
treat your education as a rite of passage that
has to be endured but not enjoyed , You seem
to have a utilitarian approach to your studiesyou want to do well;*not because you really ,
want to leant; biit/because ; you need" to In
' order to get into grad i scfiool.or lanjlagocid :
job ; .y P-. :PP 'y y P ;' cyP; p y ' r. Py i7y y<. 'P ^
Yours is not a questioning generation ;/I' m
fra nkly appalled by/toe fact ;that so many;bf ;
^
^my/ students ; are on such ! a strai ght' arid;
narrow / path that., they don't challenge the
controversial things I often say in class, You
apparently rarely dlscuBs the importance of
what you learn outside the classroom , Most
importantly, you seem reluctant to try hew
things that a college like " Colby can offer ,

by Chlp Hauss
especially the things I came to love a decade
or so ago. No wonder you find education al
Colby to be a burden and find doing your
l
work so arduous.
-I understand all that. In today's economy,
good grades, " test scores, -and recommendations are probably more important
than they were a decade ago.- But, thatkind of
unquestioning approach to your studies all
but makes it impossible for your education to
be anything but a burden.
At this point you might be saying to yourself
that Hauss has really gone bonkers-he's
asking us to do more than we're doing, and
we're already asked to do too much. Yet, I
remember that at Oberlin, we also took five
courses, worked harder than you do, and
didn't experience the malaise I see here. Of
course, we grumbled and complained about
the five course load and the limits on our
ability jo take courses pass-fail. But, a lot of
us found college life to be stimulating.
For us, education was more than a rite of
passage or.even a classroom experience. We
questioned what we were taught and what we
read. The times were different. The protests
against the war in Viet Nam and racism in the
United States both dominated my four years
at Oberlin.' Theseissues forced us to consider
the (to use the horrible jargon term of the
day ) relevance of our studies. I constantly
asked myself how I could use what I learned
in government classes to make our anti-war
efforts more effective. We also spent quite a
bit of time mastering the material we were,
taught by pro-war faculty members so that we
could tear their arguments apart.
Whatever our motivations (and whatever
their justifications),we were an intellectually
lively lot. We cared passionately about what
we studied. Dinner conversations invariably
turned to what had been covered in philosophy
class. We also experimented. Perhaps out of
rebellion against a rather conventional upbringing. I thrived on the opportunities
available to me. In four years, i.rock and roll,
sports, and television freak also became a
devotee of classical music, film, and
literature. School was an enjoyable challenge
and rarely the burden it seems to be at Colby
(and at Oberlin now for that matter).
We cannot duplicate the experience my
friends and I had at Oberlin ten;years ago.
The times are different ;" we- don't have the
issues that all but automatically made college
life both more intense and stimulating.
But .there are things we can do to 'create
something like the atmosphere we had at

,
Oberlin. _
. ,
The Progra m to Improve the Qualit y of Life
in Student Residences-Last spring, .a number
of my student arid faculty frlerids complained
that Colby is intellectually dead outside the
classroom ; Over the summer , some of us
developQd the idea of/a flexible program of
forun os in which ^
informally discuss on-and off-campus issues
with students in any dorm itory or fraternity
.bouse willing tb haveus?: The bill of fare ls /
still being put together , and Cal Mackenzie will
gladly accept ideas until October 10th. So far ,
some of the suggested topics include: why we
cannot control inflation , whsjt to expect in the
pr imaries next ; spring , the/roleh of sport in /
Airiericah society, how we^liouldr ^ct to ' -P ¦¦ iy
South Africa; and ; how /irieri ; can^ respond ,
positively to ferriirilsri i; We hopeypw will take ,
this opportunit y to discuss Issues that ore
Important to lis all and that -you will continue
disci-gsftem .orice the fprum ends;;^/^^^/!/:;
¦to
" ' . 'Tajw , ';a;iTOa^
facultyYiriertibe ^/ah ^
dinner at our donm at Oberlin. Over :the
course of a semester , we learned a lot from •
mom (and thoy lenrried frbm . iis). More lmportaritly iiiwe^dlsciiBsied' political issues 'arid ';
tho; ;impll(.atl6ns^of l/^hat f/wej ^ld^lri ^the ^
classroom weir into many evenings, conversat ions tfia ^
; tho pjrofmmt $}eniiiw&c;to ;thelr! ^
. '.: . '-Wo '^' had l ;wtiaIl:i ijt!J iiirig^ Ktilltf '%tlia.t :/ isierjWacI • i
family-style* meaty; sb; I doubt/we ^could iise^
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